First Lady Hillary Clinton visits Maine
Orono camp aign visit f ocuses on economy, education
_r _-
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BY AMY MONTEMERLO
Staff Writer

Hillary Rodham Clinton came
to-Maine last weekend, less than
one week before the 1996 presidential election. Mrs. Clinton spoke at a
surprisingly sparsely attended rally
at the University of Maine at Orono
on Sunday night, October 27. Approximately one thousand college
students and community members
gathered at the university's Memorial Gymnasium to listen to the First
Lady speak about the rapidly approaching November elections, as
well as help Clinton celebrate her
7
49th birthday.
The small but lively crowd was
first greeted by Maine State Representative Mary Cathcart . Cathcart,
who is from Orono, has served in
the United States House of Representatives^ for. : three..termsv She is
recognized a_ i a pro-choice , advocate who supports involvement in
helping,battered women. Cathcart
said she considered it "an honor to
be part of [the evening's] opening
act,"and extended a warm welcome
to Clinton by recalling her earliest
encounter with the First Lady. She
praised the presidential achievements of the Clinton administration
and highlighted areas, such as family issues and health care, in which
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the First Lady has taken special interest. Cathcart claimed that Maine
has only benefited from the past
actions of the Clinton administration.
"Maine is moving in the ri ght
direction... Maine is going for President Clinton in this election," she
said. Cathcart concluded her open-

Vote for yourself
and vote for your
future.
- Hillary Clinton

ing remarks by encouraging the
to
cray^A support the Democratic
carididateis in Ivfaine's Congressional electioiis.
Following Cathcart, First Lady
Clinton was accompanied on stage
by second District Congressman
John Baldacci,a graduate of the University of Maine at Orono, and Joe
Brennan, a Democratic candidate
who hopes to fill retiring Republican Bill Cohen's U.S. Senate seat.
Both candidates spoke briefly before handing the stage over to the

Bag Lunch Serie s
addresse s hate crimes
BY MELISSA GERBI
Staff Writer
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The Colby community has seen

its share of hate'crimes. Within the
past four years, racial and antiSemitic slurs have beer};written on
campus , property f ind posters.
When such hate crimes are committed , the Of fice of the Attorney
General is called to , come and in•
vestigate.
The man in charge pf dealing
with such incidents, SteveWessler,

visited Colby on October 23 and
participated in the Pugh Center's
weekly Brown Bag Lunch Series.
Th is program , a newly implemented activity oh campus, is a
discussion held in the Pugh Center Common Room at lunch time
on Wednesdays where students
an d facul t y' alike bring their
lunches and the h i ghlighted
speaker is ava ilable t o answer
questions and converse with audience members;
See HATE CRIMES on page ?
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First Lady.
Baldacci spoke highly of President Bill Clinton's past achievements and his work that specificall y
"made sure the federal government
works for Maine." Baldacci vehemently attacked Speaker of the
House of Representatives Newt
Gingrich' s "Contract
with
America," claiming that it "attacks
the values and principles that
America holds dear," and "is actually a contract against America." He
specifically referred to Republican
efforts to slow increases of spending on Medicare, student loans and
education. Most importantly,
though, Baldacci set the tone for the
evening by urging the crowd to
"elect Democrats at all levels [of
government]."
FollowingBaldacci,f ormer Governor Joe Brennan made a few brief
remarks before formally introducing the-FirstI_ady.'Brennj infocuised
his speech on tlie topicof education,
which he claimed "would be a very
top priority." Brennan's choice of
topic appropriately reflected the
interests of many college students
in the audience. He received loud
cheers of support from many students in the audience when he announced that he would support any
measure to "make college more accessible and affordable. " Brennan
promised to support President
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Photo courtesy of Christine Kennedy
First Lady Hillary Clinton spoke at U. Maine Orono
Clinton in expanding the student sues" in the 1996 presidential camdirect loan program,and providing paign and the most important social
students and familieswith a $10,000 issues to her party's base: the
collegetuition tax deduction,aswell nation's economy and education.
as a $1,500 tax credit for the first two Clinton acknowledgedtheeconomy
years of community or technical as the "number one issue" in the
college. He also expressed his inter- nation. She offered a brief, yet conest in expanding educational pro- cise synopsis of the economic issues
grams such as Head Start and the Clinton administration has addressed in the past four years. PresAmeriCorps.
First Lady Hillary Clinton then ently, said Clinton, the economy is
took the stage, centering her half- relatively strong. She attributed this
hour speech around the theme of fact to her husband's involvement
voting.She first addressed what she in providing 10.5 million more jobs
regarded as the most "critical is- See CLINTONon page 3

Collins & Brennan battle for Maine U.S. Senate seat
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
News E dit or

Maine's United States Senate
race appears to be a close competition between Republican Susan
Collins and Democrat Joseph
Brennan. The race has been cited as
one of the few national contests
which will determine which par ty
gets the majority in the Senate next
session.
Both candidates have an extensive history of political involvement,
Collins has had the experience of
working with present U.S. Senator
William Cohen for the past 12 years,
serving as the staff director of the
Senate Subcommittee on Oversight
of Government Management from
1981-87 and serving for five years as
commissioner of Maine's Department of Professional and Financial
Regulation. She has served as New
Eng land administra tor for the U.S.
Small Business Administration, as a
member of the Governor's Cabinet
in Maine and as staff director of an
investigative subcommittee in the
U.S. Senate. Collins became the first
woman in Ma ine's history to be
nominated for Governor when she
won the Republican primary in 1994.
Prior to announcing her candid acy
.for the U.S. Seriate position, Colli ns

was serving as executive director of
the Center for Family Business at
Husson College in Bangor.
Brennan began serving in public
office 32 years ago when he won
election to the Maine State House of
Representatives. In 1966 and 1968
he was re-elected, and was chosen
to serve as the Democrats' Assistant
Majority Leader during his last two
House terms. He served as District
Attorney for Cumberland County
from 1970 until he was elected to the
State Senate in 1972. Brennan also
served as Attorney General of the
State of Maine from 1975 - 1979 and
was then elected to serve two fouryear terms as Governor of Maine
from 1979 - 1987.Elected by Maine's
First District voters, he served on
the U.S. House of Representatives
until leaving public office in 1991.
Since then, Brennan has remained
active in numerous charitable and
public affairs .
Both candidates,along with their
other two opponents, Independent
John Rensenbrink and William
Clarke of the Taxpayers Party, visited Colby on September 25, and
debated several political issues in
the Page Commons Room.
At the Colby debate, Collins expressed her d esire "to bring those
lime honored Ma'ine va.lues of har d

work and common sense... to Washington." She spoke of her priority of
creating new jobs and preserving
already existing ones in Maine by
reducing the estate tax and cutting
burdensome regulations. She also
spoke of the need of balancing the
federal budget.
Marc Fairbrother '97, president
of the Colby Republicans, feels that
the race will be close, but Collins
will be victorious. According to
Fairbrother, college students will
benefit from Collins, for she is "a
moderate individual" whose concern with balancing the budget will
help the reduce the debt level for
people our age.
While at Colb y last month ,
Brennan cited his plans to improve
education and college loans, to get
tough on crime, to preserve the environment and to support the increased minimum wage, which recentl y rose from $4.25 to $5.15 per
hour. He spoke on behalf of working Maine families saying, "I'm running for Senate to stand up for Maine
families — I always have and I always will."
In terms of education, Brennan
believes in making Maine's schools
the best in the nation and in having
the federa l government support th e
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Spotlight focuses on AIDS prevention

Aronson u rges responsibility of one 's actions
BY BENJAMIN JOHNSTON
Staff Writer

J-Board issues sanctions

In a case involving the operation of a motor vehicle by a student
under the influence of alcohol and destruction of Colby property,
which occurred on September 28, Dean of Students Janice Kassman has
accepted J-Board's reccomended sanctions.They are as follows: immediate suspension through May 1997, $537.50 in damage and fines,
alcohol counselin g before return to Colby and 40 hours of community
service and permanent disciplinary probation upon the student's
return to campus, according to the Dean of Students Office. The
student has one week to appeal the mling.(KH)

Feminist lecture scheduled
Feminist theorist Sandra L. Bern, professor of psychology and
women's studies at Cornell University, will speak at Colby today. Her
lecture, part of Colby's 15th annual colloquium series in women's
studies, is entitled, "Androgyny Revisited: What and Where are its
Conceptual Counterparts Today." Bern will discuss how the ideal of
androgyny, the elimination of gender which was promoted in the
1970s and 1980s, has been replaced in the 1990s with a interest in
expanding gender categories. Her presentation will be held at 4:30 p.m.
in the Robins Room of Roberts Union and is open to the public free of
charge. (RL)
'

Nun killer found not guilty
Mark Bechard, the Waterville man accused of murdering two nuns
and attempted murder of two others at the Blessed Sacrament convent
on January 27, 1996, was found innocent by reason of insanity by
Superior Court Justice Donald Alexander on October 16. The judge
ruled that the 38-year-old Bechard acted out of delusions and madness
on the night he thrashed and stomped the women to death. The verdict
means that Bechard will remain at the Augusta Mental Health Institute
until the ju dge deems him to be no longer a threat to himself or others.
Bechard had been a deeply religious man in the months before he killed
the nuns, and had found comfort, in the chapel praying, with.them.
When asked~why he killed the nuns", he replied; "I doh't'kno'w why. I
loved them." The nuns of the Blessed Sacrament expressed forgiveness
ju _trhou_&after t&eruling.fWepray for*oui?se_ves,our co_ iamunityyoiit
state and aU those that have been affected by rhis tragedy arid we pray
for Mark Bechard; too," said Sister. Pfovencial : Superior Josephine
• . .
Roney. (RL)

Elliot Aronson understands the
ravaging effects the AIDS epidemic
has had on our country. He also understands that using condoms is the
best way to protect a sexually active
population and, according to him,
we, the sexually active young adults
of America, know this too. What
troubles him are the reasons we don't
protect ourselves and what can be
done to convince us to take protective measures.
Aronson, a professor emeritus of
psychology at the University of California at Santa Cruz, presented the
October 24 Spotlight Lecture describing his research in "helping sexually
active teenagers and adults escape
the AIDS epidemic." Aronson said
he sees art overriding theme of hypocrisy present on many levels
throughout the naiion. He points to
the Reagan Administration who "refused to take the AIDS epidemic seriously...because they thought it was
confined to gay trien."This failureto
inform a huge number of Americans
in the early stages of this "plague bf
the century," as Aronson refers to it,
led to its rapid expansion into society at large, he said.
He also spoke of the hypocrisy
within society which sends a very
mixed message tP the young. Oh one
hand hesaid/youngpeoplearegiven
^
a puritanical
code of ethics telling
them to "juist say rib," while at ' the
same time the media glamorizes sex,
as well as dtugsi and violence.
A_.o_isdiVf_^itvgr>^iffidyttow6^
with m'ahy high School 'p |arente-t_hd
admimstratorsduetotheiirrdtictancb
to allow discussion of sexual issues

AIDSeducator Elliot Aronson
every one of these people would
encourage a younger sibling who is
experimenting with sex to use
condoms. Using this knowledge,
Aronson has been working to develop more effective ' means of convmdngyduhgadiilts to use condoms
every time they have sex. He explained that in thepast,public health
Officials have used fear to try to convince people t o'protect themselves
frOm AIDS, but this method has had
very little success: ' '.' '.' ' '" '

"Fear usually does not lead to
rational behavior, fear leads to denial. ... When people are beginning
to make love," they don't want to
think about dying a violent death,"
he said. Thus average people simply convince themselves that it
won't happen to them, he said. ,
In an effort to show a person their
own hypocrisies in a way which will
form a lasting impression, Aronson
devised an experiment in which college student participantsweretold that
they would be making a video to be
showriinhighschools.Theparfaapants
created a five minute message from
different points provided by Aronson
and then presented this into a camera.
Attheend they wereasked whetheror
not they always used condoms. Each
participant .was, paid five one-dollar
bills.Onthewayouttherewasa person
appearing tobeunrelatedto the experiment selling condoms for fen cents a
piece at the door.
Aronson found that 83percent of
the people who had made .the.video
and been asked about their own condom use bought at leastorie condom
on their way put. In a telephone survey conducted'several months later
he found that " 91' percent pf these
participants reported that they were
still using condoms. This wasairiuch
higher level than he had' ever
achieved in ari experiment designed
to convince people to iise condoms.
Aronson said he sees thecollegeage community as a prime source for
an explosion of the AIDS epidemic.
He believes that by forcing people tp
confront their own hypocrisies' we
can convince the population to take
1
tesponsijoifi^ for their actions. _?pr
Elliot Arohs6n,;a recognition of this
hypocrisy can't come soonenough.Q

both men and women a few minutes
tpexpres'swhattheywished thepther
sex would do differently. A few desires mentioned by women were for
men to "return phone calls" and "to
be honest." The men's desires included "don't be too concerned with
appearances"'and "dph'tbeafraid to
make the first'move."The presentation proved enjoyable, amusing and
informative for those*.who attended.
Coleman ended the presentation
With a list of creative dating ideas
divided into the categories of Athletic/Active Dates, Social or Group
Dates, Musical Dates and Educational Dates, While each of the suggestions did riot involve drugs or
alcohol, Mr. Coleman made a point
not to "lecture of preach" to students
about the dangers of drinking, but

rather to provide fun alternatives to
alcohol consumption. '." " " '
Alcohol Awareness Week " continued*into' the weekend. The Page
CorhmorisRoom was the site for the
Saturday night SC3BHU (Students
Organized for Black and Hispanic
Unity) Carnival and Latino dance
party.
On Sunday evening CSNAP concluded the week witii'a pizza party,
held in the Spa. The party gave free
pizza, drinks and .a T-shirt to students who had fulfilled their pledge
taken on Monday to not drink for the
week. Students'who took the pledge
wore blue wristbands to promote
the caiise and their decision.According to CSNAP President'John SaUter
'98approximately 270 people signed
up for the' challerigel-l '
' ." . " " •

in their schools. ."You'd almost think
that they would rather have their
kids get AIDS than to give out
condoms," he said.
It is another source of hypocrisy,
though,found within so many sexually active teenagers, which has fueled the vast amount of Aronson's
AIDS prevention research. His studies have shown that while most college-age students will not use
condoms on' a regular basis, almost

Echo photahy Michelle Weber

Colby's awareness activities sober stiideiits
BY LAUREN HOISINGTON
Staff Writer

A variety of activities focused on
becoming aware of the impact that
alcohol consumption has on individual drinkers, as well as people
around them, were held last week,
according to Assistant Director of
Student Activities Susan Moore.
Moore worked with campus groups
in organizing this year's National
Colegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
at Colby.
The week, which officially ran
October 21 - 27, was kicked off last
Monday with a "Jaws of Life" demonstration, illustrating the dangerpus consequences of drinking and
driving. This followed a sobriety
demonstra lion where the Waterville
police tested the blood alcohol levels
of students who volunteered to consume alcohol. On Tuesday there was
"Mocktail" tasting with dinneratthe
dining halls, wheire students were
allowed to create non-alcoholic
"mixed drinks." The four commons
also sponsored popular movies concerning alcohol abuse.
The student group Student
Health on Campus (SHOC) presented a variety of skits on Wednesday night in the Spa. The SHOC
improvisationpresenlatipnconsisted
pf a conglomeration of skits which
illustrated sihiatiomsurroundinjg the
use and abuse of alcohol. Following
the skits, a member of SHOC led a
question and answer session. The
first skit, "We Meed to Talk," illusr
\ra ted the potential'pro&ems "thai

excess alcohol consumption can create in deviating one's personality.In
the skit a roommate who drank excessively became rude and insulting
while under the influence.Her roommates acted out different ways of

date rape because the women'sdecision making skills are impaired.
Other skits performed by the
group demonstrated the need for
individuals to take responsibility for
their drinking, the dangers of haz-

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwwocl
Detective Alan Perkins demonstrates OUI tests
dealing with the problem at hand, ardous drunken behavior and the
including both walking away from dangers of contracting Sexuall y
the problem and addressing it.
Transmitted Diseases (STDs) as a
AnolherSHOCskitcalled "I Wish result of unprotected sex while un-*
I Could Take it Back" illustrated the der the influence.
s t ory of a Colby woman who drank
On Thursday night nationall y
to excess and ended up haying sex recognized speaker David Coleman
with another drunk Colby, studen t . gave an interactive presentation enShe said that at the time she^anted titled, ''Creative-Dating," in which
to! have sex but the next day she he impartedfupon the audience ideasi
wished it had never, jwpppi^jd,. The for datingi and suggestions' for. sue-,
ayoliericereaction to tlj is sfyt ( showed; cessful relationships'. The audience
jj hat the skit portrayed a common/ was very involved in the presentar
yet frig htening, reality at Colby. AJ tion, telling stories of their best and
member.of SHOC pp!nted|out tliafc worst dates.
tins phenomena is considered" to be ( One part of the program allowed
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Presidents' Council takes action

Administration, students to hammer out
details on future of team cleaning
BY BROOKE FRAPPIER
' . Staff Writer

The October 24 Presidents'
Council meeting was, in part, a follow-iip to the October 10 meeting.
The group resolved much unfinished business, covering the issues
of team cleaningand bulletin board
removal!
The major discussion of the
evening centered around team
cleaning and the controversy it has
caused this year. The Presidents'
Council had invited four speakers
to the meeting: Dean of Housing
Paul Johnston,Director of the Physical Plant Alan Lewis, Custodial Supervisor Arthur Sawtelle and Administrative Vice President Arnie
Yasinski. Yasinski, the spokesperson for the group,began by explaining the reasons team cleaning was
even thought of as an option. According to Yasinski,in order to make
sure that Colby was running up to
par as compared to. other college's
custodial departments around the
nation, a consultant was hired last
year to determine the cost effectiveness and efficiency of the staff at
Colby!
The ' consultant, after careful
evaluation of the program, decided
that Colby was over staffed by eight
to ten custodians, according to
Yasinski: The consultant suggested
implementing a nationally recognized program of team cleaning to
help the custodians work as small
groups^ be specialized in their positions,use less'cleanirig products arid
to work in a safer manner, said
Yasinski. As a result of these recommendations, the school looked into
team cleaning as a possible solution. The College made;the decision
to reduce numbers'of" workers by
not filling vacancies as they arise
from .retirements or natural turnover, rather than forcing layoffs,
Yasinski, said. Even with the three
new buildings this fall and the new
dorm coming next fall, the goal is a
net decreasepf eight to ten custodial
positions.
Last October Student Association (Stu-A) President Tom Ryan
'96, responding to concerns from
members Of the 1995-'96 Presidents'

Council, asked Yasinski to look into
a rumor that team cleaning was going to be implemented , Yasinski
then assured Ryan and the Council
that team cleaning was hot going to
happen. As the year progressed,the
consultant was hired and, as a result of his report, a team cleaning
program was developed for the
College. Neither Presidents' Council nor the Stu-A executive board
was notified of the possibility due
to "a failure of communication/' said
Yasinski. Johnston said that he
learned of the plan only in a staff
meeting this past August,after plans
were well underway to implement
the program.
Following this explanation at the
October 24 meeting, questions of
the Council were answered by all
four speakers present at the meeting.Will Barndt '99,president of the
Heights, asked if unionizing was
ever an issue discussed by custodians asa group. In response,Yasinski
noted that a union had been brought
up to be voted on five individual
times and each time it was rejected
by a fairly significant margin.
Also brought up were feelings
of friendship between the staff and
students, that might be lost if team
cleaning went into effect. Sawtelle
commented that the idea of "team
cleaning" is not completely new to
the campus and, in fact, Robert's
Row and the HillsideComplex have
been cleaned by small teams or
groups for some timenow without
the disruption of friendly conversation between custodians and-stu dents. The difference in the new
program,however, is that the team
members will be given designated
tasks to perform in each dorm,such
as vacuum specialist,restroom specialist,light duty specialist and utility specialist.
As a result of the council's
lengthy discussion, it was decided
that the team cleaning programwill
be called off for the next three
months. In that time, the staif will
be fully trained and the details of
the program will be worked out. At
the beginning of the second semester, a trial run of the team cleaning
program is to begin with an experimental group of four or five teams.

It will then be decided in late May
whether or not to begin the program throughout campus for the
1997-'98 school year. A subcommittee of the Presidents' Council was
formed to keep on top of any further
advancements of the program.
Once the team deaning issue was
accomplished,a motion waspassed
to allow the owners of the Spa to
extend hours of serving alcohol to
21-year-olds beginning at noon and
continuing until the present closing
hours. This extension would allow
seniors as well an any other persons
of age on campus to drink alcohol
during lunch and in the afternoon .
The Spa currently stops selling alcohol one hour before closing.
The question whether or not dining services could open up one of
the dining halls during the afternoons on Saturdays and Sundays,
Yasinski commented that it would
cost an additional $22,000 a year,
money that does not exist in the
budget. To continue looking into
this possibility and other options
that may be available, as well as to
address related student concerns
regarding the dining halls, a subcommittee was formed which will
research the issue and report back
to the Council.
In her short report, Dean of Students Janice Kassman went over
the events associated with Alcohol
Awareness Week. She also mentioned the new Brown Bag Luncheon Series, which is being held
on, Wednesday, aft ernoons . in the
Pj igh rCenter.Common rpon>,r noting that the next luncheon, held on
October 30, would deal with athletes and their image of college.
Kassman added that signs will be
put up for the preceding lectures
telling students that it is okay to
join the audience at any point during the lecture.
Finally, in a matter that was carried over from last week, the Presidents' Council voted to pass all of
the recommendations of a ten part
proposal from Stu-APublicity Chair
Kim Parker '97 to remove cork
boards and other signs from various overly cluttered areas to help
clean up the campus.Q

-CLINTON, continued frompage 1
nationwide, as well as lowering the federal deficit and inflation rate.
Clinton explained that the administration's next challenge would be to provide more opportunities for
economic growth and prosperity.This,she feels, can be achieved by concentra ting on the na tion's educational
system. She again highlighted her husband's administrative plans to establish tax-free IRA's, which would
be accessible for educational purposes, Hope scholarships for community and technical colleges and
substantial fam ily tax deductions for higher education-.
More importantly, Clinton concentrated her speech on the importance of voting in the November
elections. Votin'gprovideS an increase in opportunity, as well as responsibility, she said. According to Clinton,
aciti_5eri.'s> ".primary responsibility is to vote." The l^irst Lady stressed the significance of a large voter turnout,
urgiVg'^puhg Americans to "redouble your efforts in the next nine days'," an d "vote for yourself an d for your
'¦'¦ ' '¦ ' ¦'¦ S *¦
¦ ¦. ¦¦'. . : ' ; ¦• !. ¦"• • ¦¦"• ¦ '.
future.^: - 7-7 ; - '1 '• ", '" ¦; '~ \ ¦
". While addtessing:the subje ct of voting, Clinton strongly attempted to elicit support for Senatorial
candidate Joe Bjrehnan.She claimed that Brennan "understands his [Maine] background," "remembers where
he carn 6 from" and "always thinks of how he can help others." Clinton further asserted that her husband's
administration "needs [Brennan]." According to Clinton, Joe Brennan ,; if elected, will firmly support the
President on educational issues, and will lead the "fight to preserve Maine education."
Clinton concluded her speech by appealing to the voters' sense of obligation to a larger community,
namely the nation. She recalled her recent enlightening trip to Bosnia and her conversations with American
soldiers in order to further explain her aspirations to build a stronger American colnrhunity.
Clinton encouraged the crowd to cast their votes for hope, unity/ ideas and the future of the nation. These
values, she said,are characteristic of the "democratic conimMnityf tliat t|he Clinton administration hopes to
a ttain. According to tfce First
the creation of this
^
'commun ity"is depends on electing Democrats into the House and Senate, She feels that this would weaken
the power and authority oi the Republicantbngress to block hterliusbarid'sinitiatiyes. Clinton addressed her
audience on Sunday evening with that intent in mind.Q
V ,
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Government, media accused of
t ormenting form er Olympic
bombin g suspect

The life of Richard Jewell, the security guard who originally discovered the bomb at Centennial Park in Atlanta during the Olympics this
summer, was turned upside down when he became the FBI's key
suspect for the bombing. Since his name was cleared last week,governmental procedures for indicting a suspect have come into question.
Circumstantial evidence including a language discrepancy in a police
interview and a psychological profile forced J ewell to appear as the
national symbol for terrorism. Mr. Jewell said the news media "jumped
on it like piranha on a bleeding cow." He currently plans to sue several
television networks and newspapers for embellishing the story and
distorting his role in the bombing. In an effort to move forward with his
life, Jewell is seeking a job in law enforcement. He acknowledges that
his chances are probabl y "slim and none" that his life will never be
completely restored to normalcy.

Conflict between two African
ethnic groups invokes terror

A long time power struggle in regions of Rwanda, Zaire and
Burundi has been rejuvenated, as guerrilla attacks have surged once
again. The Tutsi forces are embattled with the Kivu province over land
that was once part of Tutsi's ancestral kingdom. The battles,though, in
conjunction with the ongoing civil war in Burundi, have caused over
200,000 starving refugees to flee their camps and return to their homes
unhappy, but out of necessity. The source of discontent between the
two ethnic-based faction began thirty years ago as a battle over land
and power.

Pregnant teenagers criminally
charged under 1921statute

Seventeen-year-old Amanda Smisek, who is seven months pregnant,was called to court in herldaho county for having violated a 1921
law forbidding sexbetweeri unmarried peojple of the opposite sex.- She
and her 16-year-old boyfriend were sentenced to three years probation.
They must also complete high school, attend parenting classes together, stay employed and remain substance free. No jail time was
sentenced. The legality of the issue has yet to become an issue in this
season's campaign races.
Compiled by Rebecca Pollard from the October 28 New York Times.

——

SENATE, <continued f r ompage 1

Head Start program.
According to Susanna Montezemolo '97, Vice-President of the
Colby Democrats, Brennan's "commitment to student loans is important to voters of our age."
Collins, though, believes that parents, teachers, state and local
government s should control public schooling, not the federal government. She proposes eliminating the federal Department of Education.
Both candidates disagree sharply on the ban on assault weapons.
Brennan supports the ban.
"Domestic violence continues to be a problem and t he effec t of hand
guns cannot be ignored. The assault weapons ban must remain in
place," he said in Maine NBC affiliate channel 2's "NewsCen ter'sVoice
of the Voter" non-partisan election information pamphlet. Collins,
however, defends her priority to repeal the ban. When at Colby, she
argued that the laws should be aimed at those who misuse guns, not
law-abiding citizens.
High taxes, a common issue among most candidates, also br
ings
heated debate between Brennan and Collins. Brennan feels the need for
our ta x syst em t o be repa ired and simplified. He believes in "tax
fa irness," with the wealthy bearing a correspon ding amount of taxes
and not receiving a tax cut. Collins, although also suppor ti ng a simplification of the system, supports a middle-class tax cut along with a
majority two-thirds vote of Congress in order to raise taxes.
The role of the federal governmen t con ti nues to be a di screpancy
between these two candidates. Brennan feels that areas exist, such as
education, env ironment, health and safety standards and the protect ion of citizens, where government must take the lead. Collins,t hough,
feels tha t many government funct ions are best dealt with a t the local
and state levels. She wants to reduce the role of big government in
people's lives.
"We've tried the era of big government and it didn't work," said
Collins when visiting Colby in September.
Counterattacking this, Brennan said, "[My vision] is about investing in the future, hers is about turning the clock back."
For more information on these candidates and others, ballot quest ions, issues, voting and forums, pick up a copy of "NewsCenter's
Voice
of the Voter," available
in the Student Union.Q ( ¦ ¦ • ¦
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Clearcuttin g,- te:.^
BY ERIC SANDLER
Contributing Writer

While this election season has
focused primarily on the Presidential race, those Colby students who
are registered to vote in Maine
should be aware of the referenda
which are also on this fall's ballot.
Somemay recall that Maine'sProposition !attracted the campus' attention last year. This year's ballot has
also to stirred up some hot debates.
Information on the referenda can
be found on the World Wide Web at
the official Maine state guide to the
elections
(http://
www.state.me.us/sos/cec/elec/
intcon.htm#ql) and at the Portland
Press Herald 's online election guide
at (http://www.portland.net/ph/
pol / hOme.html#ref).
There are eight referendum questions on the ballot this year. While
numerically it might make sense to
begin with Proposition One, this
year's most debated question is
Proposition Two, which deals with
the issueof clearcutting. Voters must
choose between the Green Party's
proposed 2A, the legislature approved, industry supported 2B and
the do-nothing 2C.
By collecting over 50,000 signatures, Democrats, Republicans and
Greens initiated the clearcutting debate with the proposal now known
as 2A which asks, "Do you want
Maine to ban clearcutting and set
other new logging standards?" Specifically, no more than one third of
the trees of a given size in any acre

may be cut within a 15-year period.
¦; Supporters assert that the current industry practice of clearcutting
will decimateMaine'sNorth Woods
to the.extentthat no one will be able
to either profit from or enjoy the
forests . The proposal, supporters
argue,would not end all logging in
the region -only clearcutting would
be prohibited. They argue that the
industry-supported 2B would not
significantly restrict practices which
they describe as "unsustainable."
The forest industry's surprise at
the support 2A had been receiving
led to the creation of 2B which asks>
"Do you want the Compact for
Maine'sForests to become law to promote sustainable forest management
practices throughout the State?" Specifically, the proposal would reduce
maximum clearcuts from 250 to 75
acres and would increase the size of
the so-called "beauty strips," or uncut areas left between clearcuts. The
Compact for Maine's Forests would
also require landowners to obtain a
permit for certain clearcuts. Municipalities would be allowed to enact
tougher laws than those set by the
legislature. Finally, the governor
would appoint a commission to determine how best to preserve stateowned forest lands.
Supporters of 2B claim that 2A
would wreak havoc on Maine's
economy and result in a significant
loss of jobs. Furthermore, they point
to the industry's new support for increaised conservation efforts. Proposition 2B has the support of Governor
Angus King and Maine's largest en-

Golby graduate , parent sets
his sights on state senate

it," said Jabar. "Maine is 49th in the
country for sending its high school
Staff Writer
graduates to college."
Having such a large family
The upcoming elections in November may be on most Colby stu- throughout the area makes educadents'minds,but for one Colby alum tionaratherpoignant issue forjabar.
they hold special significance. Joe Other issues that Jabar supports are
Jabar '68 is the Democratic candi- a women's right to chose,the Brady
date running for state representa- Bill and protecting the environment.
"Maine is such a beautiful state,"
tive of District 99, one of the three
said
Jabar. "We should protect and
districts in the Waterville area.
maintain it." On
Jabar grew up
the controversial
in Waterville and
"I
am
interested
in
clearcutting isbelieves that he is
a good voice for the improving educ ation sue, Jabar said,
"It is not a big istown he knows so
in Maine and the
sue in my camwell. Several of his
funding
of
it."
paign. The rebrothers and both
sults of it are devdidate
Joe
Jabar
•Can
of his sons, Jason
astating, but the
and Joe,Jr., gradueconomy will
ated from Colby as
suffer as well. The answer can't be
well.
While a student at Colby, Jabar all or nothing."
Jabar came very close to running
was elected captain of the baseball
and basketball teams. After Colby, un opposed, bu t now runs aga inst
Jabar attended law school and has Republica n candidate Gillman
since practiced law In Waterville; in Pelletier. Jabar said that the camaddition, he has worked for the paign is not centered around issues,
MaineState Justice Department and as the two candidates do not debate.
Jabar believes the job in the leghas acted as District Attorney in
islature
is a good opportunity to
Kennebec and Somerset counties.
Later Jabar started his ow n local law help make the ch anges he th in ks
firm with friends and family, root- will have positive impact on Maine.
"It is a new challenge," said Jabar.
ing himself deeply into Maine.
According to Jabar, he has al- "But pu blic serv ice is wha t I have
ways been on the peripheral edge of always gravitated towards."
Jabar said that he has not seen
politics or actively involved and,
therefore , it seemed righ t to run for Colby change that much throughstate representative.He participated out the years—the students are still
on the Waterville Board of Educa- goal-orientated , conscientious and
t ion for twelve years and considers open-miiided. "I belielve iri what
education one of his main priorities. many students believe' in," said ;
"I am interested in improving edu- Jabar. "I want them to know what II
cation in Maine and the fun ding of stand for , vvhat I've done."Q

BY MOLLY FRAZIER

.-- '• .. . photo courtesy of Bait Clearcutting
- .. . . . ., ,
i ,
Maine voters will decide if this is acceptable fo r estry.
vironmehtal groups, including the its"be printed on theballot in the next
MaineAudobonSociety and theNatu- election. For example* Maine's Congressmen and Senators .would be re^
ral Resource Council of Maine.
Proposition One asks voters to quired to vote for all'Gonstitutional
vote yes or no on a proposal that amendments that support Congresstates, "Do you want Maine to re- sional term, limits- and' they would
quire candidates and elected offi- alsoberequired to propose an amendcials to show support for Cpngres;- ment if no one else didiTurthermore,
sional term1 limits' or have their-re- theywould be requiredto attend evfusal printed on the ballot?" This eryvote on thisissueor face the chance
on the
initiative would enact the Congres- of having their refusal printed
¦
¦-/:
7
sional Term Limits Law of 1996 ballot. ' . •
Supporters
Of
the
referendum,
whose stated to goal is to force Congress to propose a Constitutional which is on the ballot;in 14 states,
Amendment that authorizes term argue that Congress will never be
accountable for term limits and that
limits for members of Congress.
According to the text Pf the law, Congress will never act on this issue
Maine's Congressional representa1 without pressure from the outside.
Opponents contend that the bill
tiveswouldberequiredtovigorously
support thisameridmentor have "vio- has two major problemsJOne is that
lated voter instructions on term lim- it creates a kind of "scarlet letter"

Health Center o__fe_Fis free support
groups, confidential screening
BY KATE E. DUNLOP

records do not' go in a college or
permanent file, we don't tell anyStaff Writer
one Mho comes here." The only exA variety of support groups are ception to this policy is if the counavailable through Colby's Coun- seling staff believes there is a direct
seling Services located in the Garri- threat to the safety of either the indison-Foster Health Center. This se- vidual or to another person.
Support groups are hot a substimester there are active groups concerned with eating disorders and tute for therapy but offer a safe place
diversity. Other groups formed in for people concerned with the same
the past have included support for issues or problems to share their
children of divorced parents, chil- thoughts, said Hopperstead.
"People take responsibility for
dren of alcoholic parents^ berea vement, gay/lesbian/bisexual issues, how much they share," said
women who have had abortions Hopperstead. "Often people feel
and survivors of sexual assaulter very isolated and alone but know
what they want or need from a
abuse.
According to Patti Hopperstead, group."
For a group to really work at
director of Counseling Services for
the past eight years, confidentiality least three people are needed, in
is taken very seriously. "We are very Order to allow for absences. Accordmindful of confidentiality/' said ing to Hopperstead, most grou ps
Hopper stead. "Information or involve four to six participants.

Highlander
Laundrom at

70 E lm St , Watervi l le
coin-op self serve
or
drop off wash-dry-fold service

Groups are scheduled'around' the
time available to those interested
and members usually set the format for the meetings. ' . - ; ¦ - • '
"There'san understandable fear
in coming ;to a group, biit it's com:
f orting to walk around campus and
see people you know^ are going
through the same thing you are,"
said Hopperstead. "People don't
want to look at what's bad in their
lives but they know the power of
' ¦- '
the group." ¦¦ '" ¦' '
According to' Hopperstead;
about 12 percent of the GOlby community uses the counseling services. A majority are short term
users, attending fewer than six sessions. There 1 is1 no limit '.and no
charge for counseling services.
Anyone interested in individual Or
groupsessions should contact Patti
Hopperstead at x3400.Q

Al Corey Music Center
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Want to learn how to publish on th e web?
Tlie Echoi is look ing for Online Assistants to help with the
paper 's electronic version oti the W
exp erience an d a willingness to learn is necessary. If w^
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effect whereby legislators eould be
persecuted^ over one issue.. Spine
speculate that if the issue is term
limits in 1996 there is nothing to
prevent gun control,abortion or any
other activists from enacting a similar bill. • The other, objection to this
law is that of enforcement; it is unclear who would check up on the
legislators to make sure they,were
following vote instructions. .-.;. ¦ . >.
Proposition 3 asks voters-to give
or withhold their .support- for , the
following proposal:/'Do you want
Maine to ^adopt new.campaign. finance lawsand give public funding
to candidates -for state office who
agree to spending limits?" Briefly,
the proposal yypuld require candidates who could demonstrate ;that
they had met.the defined minimum
level of support to fund their campaigns solely frpmthe "Maine Clean
Elections Fund/' , ,- •,
- .-. .. - : ;
This proposal,whichwouldtajce
effect intheye,ar, 200p, would define
the amoum of money . a- candidate
could spend , in, any state,.election.
Candidates vyould receive money
from thefimd and would be barred
from raising any money, aside from
that which must be raised hv order
to qualify for state funding. , r , ,.,
The referenda ; listed on this
year's ballot are important parts of
the election process and.shouldrnot
be overlooked when voting. .Taking the time tO j read iand under^
stand the questions,will allow students to take a more active and
educated role as they gp to the polls
, . ¦, ;
, next Tuesday.?
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BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
News Editor

Echo-. A lot of Colby students, I
assume,arelookmgmtopoliticsand
might not be sure of what it entails.
How and why did you get into politics?
Longley: Well, I got interested
in hi gh school and
college. I was involved in student
government when I
attended Holy Gross.
I was president of the
student body, president of my dorm and also president of the student government
twice. I always had an interest in
law and history and the year I
graduated , 1974, was the year that
my father, the late Governor
Longley, was elected as an Independent. Prior to that, I had spent
the summer between my junior
and senior year as an editorial assistant on at management and cost
survey that he was doing: After he
was' elected, I had started law
school- and spent a considerable
amount of time traveling with him
as an unpaid personal assistant. I
was very much a' part of his first
two years iri office.
I reached a conclusion after my
second year of law school that professionally I wanted to go in a different direction. Even though he
remained in office, arid even
though I was nearl y finished law
school, I made a decision to join
the Marine Corps where I worked
as an officer for . three years, primarily overseas in the Far East in
Okinawa, Japan, -Korea, and . the
Philippines and spent quite a bit
of time at sea. ... I later came back
to .Maine, finished law school and
moved to Lewiston and practiced
law for about six or seven years.
And I was always very active as a
citizen,, particularly on business
issues...:: I basically stayed active
through the '80s. ..., In the fall of '93
it became apparent that the Republicans were going to have a
difficult time finding an opponent
for the incumbent Congressman
Tom Andrews, At that ppint I had
made a decision 'that ' I was going
to .relocate jto ,the Portland area
and , about two- months later, I
made a decision to run for Congress I won the primary with
about 45 percent of the yote, went
on to a general election and became one of the Republican freshmen. . ¦:: ' .. . . .. .
Echo; How dp you. feel we can
encourage more partici pa ti on of
young people in the political arena?
Longley: I think it's critical. In
fact, I feel that. I'rn 6nes>pf those who
is attempting,to ^address the issues
that are pf absplute critical importance to young peqple and! I can't
encourage their participation
enoug h. ... The tax burden is makingitvery difficultforyoungpeople
to find good jobs when they graduate and tlie taxes they pay aren't
invested in a manner Jhat will protect their interests when they need
it.
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Echo: You mentioned earlier that
your father was an Independent.
Why did you chose the Republican
Party?
Longley: He used to be a Democrat and I used to be a Democrat.
After I got off active duty in the
Marine Corps around 19801became
very bothered by the fact that the
Democratic Party had become a taxand-spend party and they were not
interested in a strong defense,both
issues that I had very strong feelings about. So I left the Democratic
Party and then I was an independent until 1988 when I became a
Republicanbecause I was convinced
that the Party was a different party,
thatpeoplewerecoiriingintoit with
a more progressive set of objectives
and that they believed in reform of
the government and a strong defense and particularly the need for a
balanced budget.
Echo: What is your vision of and
what are your goals for the 21st
century? .
Longley: I think that we've had
one of the most successful sessions
of Congress in the last 30 years.
We've passed congressional reforms, we've passed a congressional accountability act, we came
within a single vote.of the balanced
budget amendment and, in failing
that, we ended up passing the first
balanced budget in 27 years. ... I
think we have really turned the
corner as a ;Republican Party. We
will keep the majority in the Congress....! think we'll go to work on
trying to get the federal government to stay on the path to a balanced federal
budget and we're
to find
ways to restrain
going to ti^
Washington in the sense that Washington will no longer be considered to have the first wean on the
resources of the country and that
those resources need to be balanced
between local, county, state and
federal governments. [The GOP
will] let local people play a greater
role in coming up with common
sense solutions, not just assuming
that you can make all those decisions in WashingtonEcho: I want , to ask you about
your views onstudent loans and the
programs for. education. We've all
heard the cpmplaints about the Republican Party cutting funding for
Head Start and different student
education programs....
Longley: Let me give you some
information. We've not onl y increased Head Start funding once,
but we've increased it twice, arid
we've maintained funding for
Title,!. But more importantly,,we
increased funding for adult education by 35 percent and funding
for the community action pro- ,
grarri by 27 percent, ' both ! pro-;
grams way over what the admin-1
istration ; requested.' We did thatj
in conjunction with vyelfare re- i
form because we wanted to see!
not only the power come ba ck toi
the states, but we felt an obliga-i
tion to provide the resources to
the community action agencies so j
that they could become better re-|
sources f or those on welfare, . .,.]

The Democrats don't like to talk
about that because they like to
pretend we're hurting students
and against education because
that's their political strategy for
getting back in power because
they know that they missed their
opportunities to do these things
for themselves and now they're
trying to regain their power...
In the area of student loans,
we've increased the volume by 50
percent and we've increased Pell
grants to the highest level ever... we
increased work study funds by 35
percent,we've increased individual
disability funds by 10percent... and
I want to talk about student loans
for a minute. My opponent is accusing me of cutting student loans by
10 billion dollars... but what we
voted to do is eliminate the direct
student loan program. The reason
for that is that, you know, in an era,
in a time, when local and state governments across the country are
finding waysto downsize and privatizemany of theirfunctions,I see no
logic whatsoever for the government to be instituting a new student
loan bureaucracy at the very same
time . that we have private sector
organizations doing a job, doing a
good job.
In Maine, 75 percent of the
loans are offered by a non-profit,
private sector organization at a
full interest rate [percentage
ppint] less than what the direct
student loan progra m would provide. Now I also understand that
Colby is the only school in the
state that doesn't participate in
this program and 1 think that's
top bad because I think it's not
fair that Colby students should
be deprived of an opportunity to
get student loans at a full percentage point less than what they
might be paying now. The point
I'm trying to make is that the
Democrats want to say we're antistudent/that we're anti-child, that
we re anti-senior citizens, that
we're antj . environment. The reality is that that's their political
strategy, that is what they've used
for thirty years to convince people
to vote for Democrats. But the
proof is in the pudding and the
problem is that the party today is
morally and intellectually bankrupt. ... It' s being presented as
we've cut these programs, when
in fact we've just slowed the rate
of increase.
. Echo: I know you have been doing some work regarding with the
recent flooding in Maine. What is
that , all about?
Longley: I have to put my official hat . on even though it's the
middle of a campaign and we're
trying to convince [James Lee Witt,:
director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency] to declare
York and Cumberland counties as a,
disaster area which will trigger federal relief and also J:was making a1
personal push to have him waive as:
a requirement under the Federal
Disaster Legislation; that state and;
local governments ^Contribute 25\
percent of the cost,-this Feds would
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Monmouth University
West Long Beach, NewJ ersey

Hey Security, listen up — due to a sudden shortage of student
parking at Monmouth University, commuters to the school now
enjoy valet parking. According to the Skidmore News, the university
is awaiting a decision by the city planning board to grant its request
for more parking-lot space. In the meantime, the school is paying a
valet parking company $17,000 for this semester alone. As enrollment
rises each semester, university officials are contemplating extending
the service, according to the News.

College of the Hol y Cross

Worcester, Massachusetts

The flow of brown water into the college has been called a "historic
problem" by Holy Cross' physical plant director Gerry Zimmerman,
according to The Crusader. After traveling 610 miles through old pipes
with barnacles growing on them, the murky water greets students in
all aspects of their campus life.
"When I operied up the washing machine everything looked
muddy/' said one student. "I re-washed my clothes twice and the
brown color still didn't come out."

Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

Last week a Purdue University student shot and killed a counselor
who had accused him of cocaine possession, and then killed himself.
According to the Skidmore News,the student entered the dorm room
of the counselor with a shotgun and killed him. Seven hundred and
fifty students were evacuated from the residence hall by police, and
later a SWAT team stormed the building wherethey found the bodies,
according to the News.
Compiled by Alyssa Giacobbe

pay 75 percent, but there is a provision whereby the federal government can waive the state and local
portion and I was attempting to do
that.
Echo: Is there anything else you
would like to add?
Longley: I'm optimistic that I'll
prevail in November. Obviously it's
going to be a tough fight so we'll
just see what the voters decide. Assuming I get through it, I'd very
much like to come up to Colby and
meet with the students and spend
some time, you know, frankly pre-

senting what I view as a political
agenda that I doubt the Colby students are very exposed to. We are a
strong group of reformers, that's
not how the media portrays us,thaf s
not how the Democrats portray us,
but frankly in my view they've given
up their right to power because
they've become so obsessed with
power that they've forgotten why
they got elected. I believe that very
strongly and I would very much
welcome the chance to spend some
time at Colby and talk with the
students.Q

Peregrine Tours
t^$\
Departure Waterville and points south
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I THE OFFICIAL BROADWAY PRODUCTION
Saturday, December 14, 1996
2 p.m . Matinee — Colonial Theatre , Bost on
Price: $10500
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• Price includes motorcouch transpo rtation ,
orchestra seats , and dinner on return trip.

' * Stop at Faneull Hall for lunch on yoiir own
,. ,;,. or shopping * ( ., ,. , ,
. ); . , , . , ; , , , , . . .
* Dinner: Bos'n's Landing Restaurant , York

"Be There or Be Square!"

Writers. Center finds thesis in chaos
as* .
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BY MEGHANN FOYE
Staff Writer

A student sits hunched over his
laptop computer with sweat dripping down his forehead and papers
strewn all over the table. The assignment for the English 115 paper
sits next to his computer but no
ideas are coming to his mind. This
stressful scenario has probably happened to most Colby students at
some point. Instead of stewing for
hours over a difficult assignment,
the Writer's Center offers a helpful
approach to getting any writing assignment done pretty painlessly.
Whenever students drop by the
Center, located in the street of Miller
library, the staff can help develop
ideas and theses, find supporting
evidence, organize material, help
produce,evaluate and revise drafts,
overcome persistent errors, or just
reduce procrastination.
"They were really good at getting me to express my own ideas;
they didn't tell me what to do,"
reads the motto of the Writer's Center in Miller Library room 9C. The
Writer's Center was designed with
the intention that students would
receive helpful advice in order to
write their papers themselves. "We
don't write the papers. We try to ask
questions to bring the information
out," said tutor Angie Cannon '99.
The Writer's Center services do
not just apply to English papers;
students can work on any style of
writing, including science and history papers. Students are asked not
to bring language papers, however,

English Pr ofessor Pet er Harris
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Features Editor

Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky
Karen Rose '95 helps students revise their essays.
because usually the assignment re- Dawe, student tutors are not all Enquires that the student must do the glish majors, but all have taken Enpaper on his own. At each session, glish 214 in preparation for theirjob.
the student can bring whatever he is The courseisgeared towardsWriter's
working on at the time. He doesn't Center tutoring skills,with readings
necessarily have to bring the fin- in English as a Second Language
ished copy—in fact,if he just wants tutoring as wellas tips for learning to
to get ideas for starting the assign- detect learning disabilities.
According to the staff, approximent, said Cannon, that is also acone-third of Colby students
mately
ceptable.
"The biggest misconception is used the Writer'sCenteratsomepoint
that the Writer's Center is just for last year and many found it very useEnglish papers," said Cannon. "But ful in perfecting their papers. One
we've had people come in looking student comment read,"Iwas in over
for advice on how to write a letter my head with a paper — too many
ideas unwilling to let go and form a
home asking for money."
At the beginning of the session, thesis. My tutor was very helpful at
the writer is asked to read aloud to teasing my thesisout frommy chaos."
Tutorial advice is offered at the
the tutor whatever he has written.
Writer's
Center Monday through
Then the tutor decides what needs
to be fixed and tries to ask questions Friday 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1
that will make the student see what p.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday through
Thursday 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Stuhe can change himself.
"[The Writer's Center]isstudent- dents are asked to make an aporiented, not tutor-oriented," said pointment for one hour periods by
tutor Sarah Dawe '99. According to calling X3623.Q

Professor of English Peter Harris sat down at the table, recited
Coleridge'sview of poetry and sympathized with this writer's obligation to a Friday afternoon biology
lab.
"I hated the requirements in college," said Harris, who graduated
from Middlebury in 1969. College is
so rational like that, he continued.
The policies, the coursework, even
the building structure is often too
closely reasoned and carefully
planned.
"Sometimes it's good to lose
track of rationality," he said. "Too
many things in this world are done
for a reason."
Such irrationality can often be
seen through religion, Harris said,
as well as through creative writing.
However,he added,the two aire not
interchangeable.
"Literature is not a substitute
for religion," Harris said. And although he said that he does not
strictly adhere to one religion,Harris added that "we do need something to look to, to believe in." Religious affiliation , he said, is not
necessarily ideal for every college,
but religion does provide a "coming-together" that is frequently
missing from a student's college
experience. For those who choose

to achieve it, said Harris; that coming-together can be found within
writing. ¦ ¦ : > _ '. -

,. '

-

Literature and writing; he said,
are necessary and important parts
of self-examination and discovery.
There is something within writing
that gives humans the ability to look
into themselves. . - . -• . .- .
"Writing can tell us so much
about ourselves, things we never
knew," said Harris. How each individual interprets his own," as
well as others , writing exposes
the differences within society and
within each human mind.
Harris came to Colby in 1974
and said that he didn't always
know that he wanted to be a professor. Just before his college
graduation, Harris said he began,
like many college seniors on the
brink of entering the "real world,"
to question his original career
plans, which were then pointing
him toward law.
"I went to the school psychologist, sat down and. said, T really
don't want to go to law school,'"
said Harris. "So we talked it over
and when we were done, the psychologist looked at me and said,
'you know — I don't think you
want to go to law school.' And I
said 'thank you, thank you,I feel so
much better now.' So I went to
graduate school and became a
professor."Q
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Wessler began his visit to Colby
by giving a job description and then
highlightingthe types of cases which
are brought to trial in Maine. His
office is responsible for bringing
more hate crime cases before a judge
and jury than in Massachusetts,"despite the fact that Massachusetts has
a minority population three times
the size of Maine's," Wessler said.
Unfortunately,by the time hate
crimes are committed and brought
to his office for review, Wessler said
there is little one can do to right the
alleged wrong.
According to Wessler, some of
the more common recipients Of violence in the state are African Americans, -homosexuals, Jews and Native-Americans. The attackers are
predominantly juvenile whitemales

^kMECRIM^ continued f r ompage 1

who have been indoctrinated with
bigotry from childhood. SomeAfrican American members in the audience shook their heads in agreement when Wessler described some
of the racist, though not criminal,
acts that have occurred throughout
the state.
Wessler's suggestion for dealing with racist slurs, which can be
protected under free speech laws,is
for anyone who hears offensive language to use his or her freedom of
speech rights and condemn this racism. People who commit offensive
acts,according to Wessler, are often
"looking for peer approval." If
people are condemning them, the
perpetrator will not have the same
sense of satisfaction, he said.
Wessler'soffice has begun a pro-

gram in high schools throughout
the state which will provide a committee in schools to support victims
of hate crimes, as well as educate
the students. The aim is to prevent
bigoted incidents from occurring,
especially by the targeted age and
gender group.
Wessler stated that out of the
colleges and Universities in Maine,
be feels that Colby has dealt the
most effectively with incidents of
hate crimes. The rally which Colby
students held in response to the racist and anti-Semitic incidences earlier this year are effective in reducing the chances for another circumstance of that type, and the sense of
community which Colby exhibited
will hopefull y be effective in eliminating offensive events.Q

Did you ever wonder?
Do the Cotters get trick-or-treaters ?

Each,year, the. house on the Hill usually gets only five or six non- v
" '-:;'
Colby trick-or-treaters," according to Mrs. Cotter.
~ "dJut it varies/' she added. "If if s a year where Colby students come
to the house too, then we can get up to 100."
And what kinds of treats will visitors get this year?
Mrs. Cotter said she will be meeting trick-or -treaters with a bowl
of Tootsie Rolls and Twix bars...

Brown Bag Lunch Series

The final exam schedule is
available on the General
Server and outside the
Registrar 's office.
*Have you got y our Jan Plan and second semester
schedules worked out?

EveryWednesday,from 11:30 advance, to have a bagged lunch AIDS on the Colby campus, a dis- 12:30, a Browri Bag Luncheon Se- ready to bring to the discussion. cussion on tolerance and date
ries Discussion is held in the Pugh Upcoming topics include HTV and rape.Q(AC)
Center Commons Room- The hour; long discussion offers an "opportunity for students,faculty and staff to
come together to discuss specific
issues that impact the Colby campus community," said Assistant Director of Iritercultural Affairs Marsee
Banks. . ,
Tsfewto Colby this year, the Luns|_ >|e sfe 99e sie 9|_ _fe sfe sfe s|e s|;sfc ^c sfe sfe sfe -fc ^e sje sfe sie sf c^^ s lc ^e _fs sg. 9{e _|e _je _je ^c ^e pfc s f e^ sjs ^ s ic ^ s f e sic s|c ^e _|e
chepn Series was the product of
^
^
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
jE
and Associate Dean of Students Jeri
9|C 3 (CJjC ^C 9jC 9|C 3|69|C 3JJ 5|S9fS SgC JfC 9fC SfC SfC 3fC S SfS SJS 3|»3|C _f_ 3f£ Jf» 3p 3j«SjC 5|-Sj»3|C 5|C _f_ 3ft «fC jgf 9jS ^{C 2>[(9fC 9fS 9fC SfC _fC 3fC
S|C
Roseboro,intended to utilize anticipates the series to continue into next
10--JOE GRADUATED FROM COLBY 1968
year.
9—JOE 'S TWO SONS JASON( '96) AND JOE( <94) GR_ADUATED FROM COLBY
; Studentsinterested in attending
7 8—JOE 'S FIVE BROTHERS GRADUATED FROM COLBY (1954-19561
; the'discnssipn and who have a meal
; e_|j(_j t
7 7 ;^
and dining commons, 24-hours in
6—JOE HAS BEEN ENDORSED BY MAINE EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

TOP IO JEtmSJSOW® TO
VOTE FOM JOB JABAR

5—JOE IS AGAINST ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION .
AGE,GENDER JElACE,RELIGION ,SEXUAL PREFERENCE
4—JOE IS A STRONG ADVOCATE FOR CLEAN WATER AND CLEAN AIR IN THE
TRADITION OF SENATORS MUSKIE AND MITCHELL-TW O FORMER
WATERVILLE POLITICIANS
3—J OE SUPPORTS A WOMAN 'S RIGHT TO CHOOSE
2—JOE HAS ALWAYS KEPT A CLOSE CONNECTION WITH COLBY STUDENTSHE HAS SPONSORED MANY JAN PLANS IN HIS LEGAL OFFICE , HE HAS BEEN A
GUEST LECTURER IN COLBY CLASSE S , AND HE HAS REPRESE NTED MANY

B1MUNOLOGISTS OF
THE 21st CENTURY

The Immunology Graduate
Program of the University of
Connecticut Health Center at
Farmington , Connecticut , is a
Federally-funded
training
program with a plan of study
leading to , a PhD in
Biomedical Science with
Immunolo gy as an area of
concentration.
Over 125
students at the University of
Connecticut Health Center
pursue
PhD
degrees.
Students in the Immunology
Graduate Program seek a
PhD , MD/PhD or DMD/PhD
degree and are supported by a
Training Grant from the
National Institutes of Health.
a Univer sity Fellowship or
individual faculty grants. The
resear ch interests of our 17
member
faculty
include
cellular , molecular and clinical
immunolog y .
Tra in in g is
designed to prepare future
scientists
for
leadership
career s in industry, academe ,
resear ch
or
medicine.
Inquiries should be made to
Director ,
Immunology
Gradu ate Program , or Ms.
Ru t h Conr od , Department of
Pathology, Universi ty of
Connecticut Health Center ,
Fa rmin gton , CT 06030-3105;
Tel.: (860) 679-2516, F AX:
(860) 679-2936; E-Mail:
llefranc @ panda.uchc.edu.
Web , .* ; . , . . 7
Site:
http ://www.uchc.edu.

COLBY STUDENTS IN HIS CAPACITY AS A LOCAL ATTORNEY

1—JOE WILL DO A GREAT JOB IN THE LEGISLATURE FOR WATERVILLE AND FOR
MAINE
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Joe with his wife Renee and two sons ,Joe Jr #
and Jason .his daughter in law Bridget and
nis **° flrandchlldren .Ryan and Justin
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Colby's firs t a cappella
BY DAN MACCARONE .
A&E Editor

Founded in 1947, the Colby 8,
this college's first a cappella group,
will celebrate its 50th anniversary
this spring. The Eight will celebrate
by performing with alumni as well
as begin recording a new CD sometime this fall.
"We went down to Boston last
year and did a gig in a bar for the
Colby 8 alums in particular," said
Andy King '99, vice-president of
the group this year. "We do a lot of
alumni stuff for the school."
As well as singing for alumni,
though, the group also sings with
alumni. "Last spring we had sort of
a joint concert between the Colby 8
and After 8,who are sort of a Colby
8 alum group," King said.
Performing benefit concerts and
schmoozing with alumni is only one
way in which the Colby Eight get
their name around. They have also
put out many albums, the most recent of which was last year's "Bitter
Little Dutch Boy." The group, however, has been putting albums out
since the fifties and has developed
quite a discography, which can be
seen in Miller Library's Special Collections area. There is even one album entitled "Something New,"
which was recorded as a joint effort
between the Eight and the
Colbyettes.
"[The Colby 8] put out five or six
albums in the fifties and sixties,and
then we started putting out tapes
again in the eighties, and then we
put a CD out in 1990, another in
'91... I don't know the exact dates,
but we've been pretty prolific recorders," says King.
While tracing the group s history, it is interesting to note that
unlike any other Colby a cappella
group, the Eight have established
one song as their anthem. One of
their most popular songs, "Moon

Last year the
group broke
new ground by
integrating its
arrangements
of many popular contemporary songs,such
as
Bruce
Springsteen 's
"Streets
of
Philadel phia,"
Seal's "Kissed
by a Rose" and
Peter Gabriel's
"Solsbury Hill"
with it's older
E cho f ile photo
"We
Colby 8 showing their feminine side last year. tunes.
think it' s alIndigo," has been performed by the ways a treat for the audience to hear
group since they were founded fifty more contemporary things, things
years ago. "I have recordings of us they'll recognize. It's always nice to
singing 'Moon Indigo' from 1959, throw in a couple of jazzy tunes too,
and it sounds almost exactly the though,maybefojr some of the older
same." says King.
members of the audience," says
7
Though the group claims to have King.
So far this year, the group has
only eight members, as is inferred
from their title, there are, in fact, 11 performed at such events as the
members on campus right now. "It's COOT Comedy Night as well as a
been all a lie, and we feel very spontaneous concert at the homeashamed," joked King. "The only coming tailgate party with several
reason we're named the Colby 8 is alumni. They have alsobeen known
because the original group had eight to pop up in random places and
members."
random times to perform, such as
The 11 members are President last year during exams when they
Scott Lilley '97, Cameron did an impromptu performance on
Frothingham '98, Alex Howard '98, the first floor steps of the library.
Sean Foley '99,Brad Hoar '99,Andy
Their next performance will be
King '99,JPeter Shapiro;99,Spencer tonight at the Mid-Maine Homeless
Velott799, Tom Donahue, '00, Jer- Shelter, where they will perform
emy Donovan '00 and Ben Stockwell with the Colbyettes and the Blue
W.One other member, to make the Lights. The Colby 8 plans on travelgroup a dozen, is studying abroad ing this semester to Boston and New
this year, and that is Eric Adams '98. York for off-campus concerts, but
The process of what the Colby will can definitel y be seen oh camEight chooses to perform is not a pus for their annual winter concert
short one. It involves choosing a in the Spa, if not before then.Q
song, which may or may not be
arranged and then actually arranging it. "A song can take anywhere
This article is the last in a four
from one rehearsal to a whole separt series highligh ting Colby 's a
mester to learn," says King, who
cappela groups
arranges many pieces for the group.

MidnightMadness
Midnight Madness; an: open-mic style event, will be held in the
Mary Low Coffeehouse Saturday night. The event will be hosted by
Erik Dreisbach "98 and A_ndrew Zuf fbletti '97 and include contests and
fun for all, said Rebecca Hoogs '97, managing editor of the Pequod,
Colby's literary and arts magazine, and the organizer of the "event. "The audience is encouraged to he in costume. It should-hopefully
be a crazy extravaganza of the silly along with the serious,"said Hoogs.
She expects the performers to be "reading poetry and other-writing,
Really anything that is off the wall,'
singing, performing, doing skits.
¦¦¦- -- ¦'' ¦'¦ '¦¦ '
¦
•
funny, artistic..."
7 :
This year's event, sponsored by the Pequod arid the Coffeehouse,
will start Saturday at 9 p.m. The event is free: Anyone interested in
performing is encouraged to call Rebecca Hoogs at x4173or just to show
up ?eady to perform.(KH) .
/
7

Halloween. Ska-style 7
' . Skalloween, ah aU' pampus Halloween party, ^wijj . be making .its ....
return to Colby this Fridayafter a one year hiatus. The event,^hlchhas ,
quickly become a Mary,Low Commons tradition,,was, started in 1$9,0 \
arici has the reputation
^
ihg to Mary Low Commons President Flannery Higgins '99.; -7 . ,,,;} .... .
fr
S^lloween. s name comes om
Higgins.Ska musie combines the elements of reggaeiandjniard-coneior^
a fun and aggressive sound. Th|syear the popular Bo^ton.bandj Biih . _
Skala Bim will be performing. Bim Skala Bim has played 4 for jCplby.^ ,
audiences before arid has been well received.
Last year's George Clinton and the^^ P-Funk A.USt^s concert .landed ,
on the only.date availaij lefor Skalloween,preempting theJ^a^oween-i
focused event.This year Skalloween is back. . .. ,7',.,.7(. .7 ,.,. , . . . .,.: ., : .
In the past,Skalloweenhasoften generated lots of myolyement and ..
enthusiasm from Colby sbidents,who have normally cleaned ou^local
^
thrift stores in order to find .the perfect Skalloween costume. In short, ,
said Higgins "Skalloween combinesa bunch of co^tujtp.edpepp^e.arig f fc
a great band." . ' ?/ '' "' .,' " . . - ¦ . ;7. ' . ' ' . ' ' " ' ' ¦' • 7 ¦ • -7;7 .' ¦:,!;;.. •¦ .,' -7'. - ,
Skalloween is beiftg held tomorrow. Tickets will be on sale today ,
and tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student Onion. The event
will consist of prie-parties in Foss, Mary Low and Dana, Bim, Skala,.
Bim's concert in the P?ige Commons Room and a dance. Pre;parties
start at 8 p.m., with Mary Low hosting a chem-free event sponsored by
the Social Life Prograrruning Board's chem-free funds. The .concert
begins at 10 p.m.and will be followed by a DJ until 1a.m..Coburn will
feature horror movies all evening.
7.-V
"Mary Low Commons has put together a lot of time grid effort, to, ,
plan this event/' said Higgins. "If people dress up, and shpw.up, it will ,
"
7 * ' 7 ' _ '" ,
be a blast!"(KH) :

Dreamscapes takes on nightmares in Strider
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

If you were not one of the fifty-three people
to show up for the touring performance of
Dreamscapes in Strider Theater last Saturday
night (October 26), don't slap yourself silly in
disappointment. It was not that the show was
poor or unentertaining, because it had its
hilarious and moving moments, but on the
whole it just made you leave the theater asking yourself what the point of the last hour
and fifty minutes was.
The show, which described itself as "a
topography of the interior worlds," was performed by seven women, one of whom was
Colb y alumnus Jessica Haskell '94.
Dreamscapes was advertised to be a performance of "all singing, all dancing, all improv
[and] all women," but it proved mostly to be
just all improv, with hints of song and dance
scattered throughout the show.
Basically, the show wasabouthleraldream
interpretation, where an audience member
would describe a dream they have had, and
then watch it performed by the actors. This
portion of the show demonstrated that each
actor was talented , and could retain, almost
verbatim,the story which the volunteers told.
Titles such as "The Bat hrobe"and "Date with
Mom and a Shark" weregiven to t hese dreams
•
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by the audience narrators. While
the dream
was told ,
the master
of ceremonies would
ask the volunteer to
assign roles
to the actors , who
would then
act out the
dream.
Photo by Krishna Smith
The actual reen- Dreamscapes performed in Strider last week.
actment of the dreams was always interesting by Josh Sharback '98 while he talked about a
because each actor obviously had tremen- pie eating contest held directly above the
dous improv skills, which made it harder for shark tank at the New England Aquarium.
one to dislike the show. Even so, watching
Besides reenacting dreams, t he players
something which you had jus t heard nar- also performed several quick improvs such
rated was far too repetitive and merel y ma d e as "tableaus," "fluid sculptures" an d "partyou wonder why you were still in the room. ners." The tableaus and fluid sculptures inThis is probably why the highlights of the volved the actors putting actions to feelings
evening came not from the Sacrifice Players, such as wha t keeps people awake a t n ight,
which is what the improv troop calls them- and then freezing in that position, crea ting a
selves, but rather from a little girl, who de- certain mood to represent the emotion. Since
scribed a par t of her d ream where her dog these werera t her qu ick improvs,they proved
t ransformed before her eyes from a puppy to to be pretty entertaining, especially on conthe Unabomber, an d from t he wit ty remarks tinuous fluid sculpture which represented
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things which keep us awake at night, wh ere
the actors had to think about "where to pu t
the other arm." As their arms flailed all over
each other, and into their faces the audience
could not help but laugh .
One aspect that really added to the show
was the improvised sound effects, which always fit the mood of the scene. One of the
other great effects was the music, which
sounded like it came right out of a Scooby
Doo cartoon.
After Janet Bordelon '00 described what
she called a "George Orwell, 1984 type of
dream/' where she was sentenced to death
for not honoring her parents, the music accompanying the action sounded like a pipe
organ from a horror movie. This definitely
added to the mood and tension being created
by the actors.
The sound was not all produced by a
synt hesizer , though. They group also used
chimes and, many times, their own hands to
create rhythms that set their scenes.
Though this was not the best show that
Performing Arts has ever brought in, it did
provide some quality entertainment.Next up
in Strider is the Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express, wh ich will perform on November 7.
That same weekend, sfart ing November 8,
Powder an d W ig's One Act festival will go
up.Q
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A cappella unites Colby
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

All those who attended
Acappellathon II last Friday
night definitely got their two
bucks worth. Four groups,
our own Colbyettes, the
Dartmouth Cords, the M.I.T.
Logarhythms and the Tufts
Amalgamates, put on a two
hour show that consisted of
both contemporary hits and
old favorites.
First up were the 'Ettes,
whose five song set consisted
of the energetic and fun opening number and '70s favorite
"I will Survive," where soloist Liz Baker '97 entered
through the audience as she
began singing. The highlight
of the set, though, was definitely Annie Lennox's
"Why," with solo by Melissa
Trachtenberg '99. The group
has been singing this tune
since last year, and with every performance it seems to
get better. Instead of choosing an engerized and rowdy
closer,the Colbyettes,instead
chose to go with the softer,
but emotional "Fake Plastic
Trees,"which was sung beautifully by Bergen O'Malley
'99.
f
___
Next came the Dartmouth
Cords,' a group which has
been in existence less than a
year, but nevertheless
showed outstanding talent
and .personality as they
opened' ' with'J 'i' Somewhat
comical version of Deep Blue
Something's ' "Breakfast at
Tiffany's."Th ough the group
incorporated several serious
numbers, such as "Eairth Angel" and Kansas' "Dust in the
Wind/ into their seven song
set; it was their sense of humor that really shined
through. With bits such as "A
Chords Poetry Moment,"
where ditties such as "La dee
da dee likes to party" and

BY DANIEL DEITCH
Online Editor

The Colbyettes eek a date
homecoming concert.
other off-color poems, the
Cords really lightened up the
show.It was their closer that
really summed up their whole
act,though,as they sang Sam
Cooke's "Twisting the Night
Away,"while adding choreographed bits of the watusi,
fly and twist into the song.
Though dressed in drab
blue jeans and white shirts,
the M.I.T. Logarhythms also
shined in their hilarious moments rather than in their attempts at serious songs such
as the Cure's "Boys Don't
Cry." The highlights of their
set included a fantastic rendition of Dave Matthews'"Ants
Marching," where the soloist
actually did an incredible
impression of Matthews. The
Logarhythms' skit,done with
a live background of Ben E.
King's "Stand by Me," about
now they have had to take on
commercial backers, such as
the Citibank corporation, to
fund their forthcoming CD.
Though both these bits were
great,their best entertainment
came when they covered the
theme song from the movie
"Mortal Kombat."The group
choreographed a fantastic
martial arts fighting scene,
and then let the song meld
into their closing number
"Greased Lightening" from

i_____________________ H___________________ n________H?H ^___M

YoiEhcwVtcEB Rib is

CLOSING
FOR GOOD

in last year 's

Echo file photo

the musical "Grease."
The final group of the
evening was the Tufts Amalgamates,who are considered
to be one of the best female a
cappella groups in New England.The Amalgamates did
a show here last year, where
they played many more well
known hits than this year's
performance,but their lack of
contemporary favorites did
not take away from their
amazing talent. Right from
the moment they took the
stage, and covered the Red
Hot
Chili
Peppers'
"Aeroplane," it was obvious
that they were in a class by
themselves. Their set ranged
from Pat Benetar's "Invincible"to the Cure's "Just Like
Heaven," all of which incorporated some choreography.
They, also had their humorbus moments,such as a great
rap performed by two members of the group about how
to make a cake. It had the
audience cracking up for a
good two or three minutes
after the song had ended.
All in all, the show was a
success, and all who participated should be given a pat
on the back. The Colbyettes
put together a wonderful invitational, and we look forward to next year's show.Q

Do you ever wish that all the research you
did for your term paper could be used for
something else? How about the two hour
conversation you had about the movie you
saw at Railroad Square?
Well, Dr. Pepper has announced a new
website and contest that gives you the chance
to make use of your previous efforts .
DrPepper.com(http://www.DrPepper.com )
is a new website from the makers of the
popular soft drink which allows college students around the country to submit things
they have written, photographed and even
drawn. Everyone whose submissions are published will receive a Dr. Pepper T-shirt.
Dr.Pepper.com's Web-zine, In Your Own
Opinion, is the focal point of the website,
featuring winning submissions, as will resources on local community service opportunities, sales and sports promotions and daily
trivia, factoids and other information.

The Hannibal Hamlin Speech Contest
Michael Farrell,the second place speaker,
DAVID FENTON
used his Irish-Armenian heritage to launch a
Contributing Writer
discussion on his views of affirmative action
as it now exists. His animated speech and
Five Colby freshmen went head-to-head genuine sincerity were particularly effective.
last Thursday at "The Hannibal Hamlin
Jon Gray was the winner of the contest for
Speech Contest" in the Robins Room of Rob- his speech oh cancer. In one of the most
erts Umon. Professor of
fervent deliveries of the
English David Mills prenight, Gray immediately
sented the event to the
took hold ofthe audience
select few people that deas he articulated his views
cided to attend. Those in
on the importance of canattendance acted as
cer research and its relju dges to decide the final
evance in his and our
results
lives,
;
The five students that
Rounding , out the
presented did Colby jusevent were excellent
tice by delivering interspeeches by Alison Haresting and thoughtful
ris and Sambit Pattanayak
speeches on a variety of
on childhood lessons and
topics. Peter Angwenyi,
the pressure of a big inwho received third place
terview respectively.
in the competition spoke
The high overall level
of a camping trip in
of effectiveness and the
Kenya and creativel y
intimate friendly ambiEcho photo by Tanya Setnels ance defined this enterlinked it to a comparison
between the freedom of Peter S. Angwenyi '00
taining evening. And we
wild animals and the free- received third place
thought that they were
dom of people.
just zeros.Q
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Spotlight Lecture: Maura Cullen
G^ AuditQrium BMer
October 31, 11:30 a.m.

Concert: Colby Symphony Orchestra
Lormer Chapel
November 2,8 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT BY the

Skaloween: Bim Skala Bim Midnight Madness
Page Commons Room
Coffeehouse
November 2, 9 p.m.
November 1, 10 p.m.

Best Buddies Halloween Party
Heights Community Room
November 2, 1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Three Mile Limit
Spa
November 2 at 7p.m.

Join us and celebrate the end of an era

Colby Improv
Spa
October 31, 8p.m.

Visiting writer Jane Bronx 78 reads
from her prose
Robinson Room. Miller Library
November 6, 8 p.m.

Play: El Relablo De Las Maravillas
Bates College
November 3, 8 p.m.

STEVE BLUM TRIG
\ Cinema
Stu-A Film: The Rock
Lovejoy 100
October 24 - 26, 7 p.m. &9 p.m.
¦' ' ¦¦ '
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SATURDAY IS OUR LAST NIGHT

on the Concourse in downtown Waterville • t

At this point you must be thinking that I
am getting paid to make this sales pitch, but
believe me, I'm not. The reason I'm writing
about this is that I feel that college students
pull a lot of information off the Web in the
form of research,tracking their favorite band,
visitingtheirfriends'homepagesor just downloading those pictures we all know and love.
This website/ contest seems like a good way
to put something back on the web.
Everyone at Colby has the ability to create
his or her own homepage,but the content and
creativity of those pages is limited by an
individual's skill in the often complicated
and ever-changing field of web authoring.
The DrPepper.com website gives students an
opportunity to publish on a new medium
with no social skills. We're all intelligent
people here on the hill and it would be great
if we showcased some of our talent on a
national medium for other people to see.
If you have any questions or want to know
more, visit http://www.DrPepper.com,
email the editor at dpepa@casscom.com or
call 800/944-0088.Q

Basquiat
Railroad Square Cinema
November l -7at5p.m., 7:05p.m.
& 9:10 pm.
Weekend Matinee at 12:40 p.m.
and 2:55 p.m.

.. and down the road.

Big Night
Railroad Square Cinema
October 1 - 7 at 5:10 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and
9:20 p.m.
Weekend Matinees at lp.m. and 3:05 p.m.

. and you thought there was nothing to do this weekend
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Letters

Questions, referen dum's legit imacy

Lon g way to go in environmental habits

The citizens' referendum is a unique part of the democratic process. It is
areated,put onthebaUotand voteduponbythepeople.Itispuredemocracy;
each citizen casts his/her vote and passes legislation directly,bypassing the
legislature.Yet therearereasonsother than those of conveniencethatwerely
on a republicanform of representation. Plainly said,average citizensarejust
not capable of making these major decisions without the help of their
representatives.
This is not to say the populace is ignorant. Butin the daily travails of life,
the majority of the population does not spend enough time concentrating on
political issues. Political representatives pour over legislative policy and
voteintelligently for their constituents. With a referendum,the dtizens are
put intheposition of lawmaker.Many arewoefully unqualifiedfor that job.
The ballot isn't helpful either. All the voter seesis a single question,of ten
benign and misleading. Referendum® are more than the question itself;
there arepagesof information laying out what the referendumactually does
that accompanythem. Most voters never see those pages;manydon't even
knowtheyexist. Itisimpossible tocastan informed votewithbutreadingthe
fine prinL
Furthermore, a citizens' referendum does not have to comply with the
Constitution to be voted on. In Maine, all it heeds is 55,000legitimate
signatures to be placed on the ballot. If it passes and is found to be
unconstitutional, it's thrown out, a waste time, money and energy.
Constitutionally shaky referenda likeMaine's Question One may pass,but
if s probably going to be turned down by the courts.
7
Referenda areusually last resorts. No one will take the trouble to put a
question on the ballot if they can work through the state legislatures to
achieve their goals. The referendum process was created to override the
potential tyranny of the legislature, not for fanciful whims of individuals.
When voting, takethe utmost care when placing your "X".

Action ensures progress

Withdectiondayquic_dyapproa(_hing,poMciansh_ivebeens(_r__n^
to pinpoint catchissues inorder to securethe "youngpeople's"vote. Political
awarenesshas undoubtedly reached its peak dining these past few weeks,
and if s difficult to escape the feeling that Nov. 5 has become D-Day—
decision day of our nation's fate.
Onthenationallevel,issueslikeareductionm
many heated debates over the importance of a solid education. While a cut
in the program would affect many young Americans, one Way for students
to guarantee an increase in the services offered to children is to volunteerin
the local school system, as a tutor, coach or Big Brother or Sister. Human
involvementreaches
¦ children a lot more efficiently than governmentfunds
everwill. /. 7. ; . ¦¦;, ; .; ,:• _ . ; . .:7 . :. ;;V
The&mieargumentcanbem^^
As intelligent, enthusiastic college students,,we are in a position to use our
time and resources to do some of the work we accuse the pver-burdened
governmentof not paying enough attention to. Many members of the Colby
community volunteertheir timetoboth local and national efforts to improve
small facets of American society, one at a time. Just ask the students in the
Volunteer Center.
Instead of relinquishingour power as we exit the voting booth this
Tuesday, we can use Election Day as a way to find out for ourselves which
issuesaremostsahentto _is.AsmembersofGenerationX,wehavedeyeloped
the reputation of being apathetic and disengaged from lives outside of our
own.Wecan disprovethis stereotypemost effectivel y throughour behavior.
Actions improve the state of things faster than words and, unfortunately,
votes.

CORRECTION: In the October 24, 1996 issue of the Echo, the letter to the editor
entitled "Colby 's social life needs a life," the author 's name was not published. The
authoir is Beth Dunvhe '99
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better than paper, except if dining
halls are continuously having t& restock the china supply because students are taking bowls and cups.
The best option when dealing with
ice cream is to use a cone; there is
less waste, and it tastes good, too.
• As far as dishes and silverware
go,a simple rule is to take only what
you are going to use; the advanced
step is to reduce that amount. If you
are eating a bagel for breakfast, do
you really need a full set of silverware? When getting seconds on dinner,try using the original plateagain
instead of dirtying another. Bringing your own mug lessens the number of cups, plus you can take coffee
with you on the way out. .Washing
all the extra silverware and dishes
wastes water and electricity and uses
unnecessary chemicals.
• Leftover food and scraps from
the dining halls are picked up by a
local farmer who uses it for pig food.
But anything that has been served
to you must be thrown away for
sanitary, reasons. Therefore, everything left on your tray goes straight
into the garbage. Again, only take
what you are going to use. If you

aren't very hungry ask for a smaller
portion. Remember, if you want
more food you can always get it,but
once it is on your plate it is either
eaten or thrown away.
• Paper napkins are also used in
massive amounts. Instead of grabbing a handful, take one or two. If
you need more than that, try eating
neater.
This campus has a long way to
go in improving its environmental
habits. The Student Environmental
Coalition is working to improve
environmental awareness and action on campus and in the community. If you are.interested in joinin g
we meet Sundays at seven in the
Philson room of the student center.
Keep in mind that even though
wastefulness and over consumption
aren't only environmental problems,they often cost alot. You.(and
your parents) are paying for all the
extra dishes,paper, water and electricity that you use here at Colby in
that nice little $28,000 per year. It's
something to think about.

In a few short weeks, young
Americans will have an opportunity
and the responsibility to vote for the
leaders who will shape our future in
the upcoming years.Our generation
has much at stake,particularlyin the
Presidential election on November
5th. We must claim the right to make
our own decisions, and we must
make this one wisely. It will affect
the way we live our lives for the next
four years and beyond.
We were burned last fall by the
Gingrich/Dole Republican Congress, but we fought back with student loan rallies, petitions and letter-writing campaigns. Now we
have a civic responsibility to keep
fighting for our interests. Colby students have a vested interest in this
election. We must fight for our stu-

dent loans, our community service
programs and our future economic
security. The Republican attack on
America's young people will not be
forgotten in this election year.
We will remember President
Clinton's accomplishments on our
behalf. This is the President who created thebirectStadentLfehdjngPrdgram and AmeriCorps. He has proposed the HOPE Scholarship program to allow each and every young
person in this nation to attend at
least two years of college. Every
Colby student can understand how
crucial this opportunity is. President
Clinton is promoting sound and successful economic policies which have
created millions of new jobs and
brought down interest rates, reducing credit card and car payments.

We must vote to elect a leader, but
not just any leader. We must vote for
President Clinton because he has
protected our interests time and time
again against those who would underestimate, neglect and abuse our
generation.
President Clinton shares our de'• sife to.put thefutuxeiniheihands oithe people who have the most stake ;
in it: us. He has grantedus the opportunities we need to make the mo8ti>£
our lives. He has fought for us. It is ¦
now time to return the favor. .
I urge my peers to do themselves
a favor as well. Get out and vote for
President Clinton, Vice-President
Gore and the Democratic ticket on
November 5th.

Many students will be voting
locally this year and there will be an
even greater turnout due to the
presidential election. I am writing
this letter to call the student voters'
attention to a local candidate. Joe
Jabar is running for the Maine state
legislature in District 99. Included
in this district is Colby College.
Joe Jabar is a Waterville resident
and a graduate of Colby. Joe's ties to
Colby don't stop there.His two sons,

Joe Jr. and Jason, are both Colby
graduates, as well as his five brothers and a number of other relatives.
Joe has stayed involved with
Colby students. One thing that he
has done is make his law office available for JanPlan internships. I
worked in his office my sophomore
year. He has been a guest lecturer
on campus,and has represented students in court appearances. Joe
comes to football and basketball

games to support the teams even'
though his children no longer play.
I encourage the students of Colby
who are voting locally this year not
to stop at the presidential candidates and to give serious consideration to a person who will represent
Waterville and the concerns of Colby
College in the state of Maine. On
November 5th vote for Joe Jabar.

'

'

Sarah Boehm '98

Clinton: the choice of our generation

Joe Jabar will look out for Colby

Colby barbarians

The Colby Echo is n w eekl y newspaper published by the .students of Colby College on
Thursda y of each week tho College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especiall y those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words nnd must pertain to a current issue or
top ic a t Colby. Letters are due by Sunday al midni ght for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed ond must be signed and include an address or phone number. If
possible, plensenlsosubn. itlellcrs onn3._ inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format.
You may also submit letters via e-mail to "echo@colby.etl u ".
The Echo reser v es t h e ri ght to edit all submissions.
The Editorials , above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising nnd features arc those of the author , not the Echo,
The Echo will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles,
For information on advertising rales, publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an articl e, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus) .
«•

Have you ever looked at people's
trays as they are going info the dish
room? They are loaded with multiple dishes, silverware, cups, napkins and uneaten food. The dining
halls are some of the most wasteful
places here at Colby, and most of
the problem lies with student overconsumption. When we enter the
dining hall sometimes we are too
hungry or have too little time to
think about anything besides getting food, yet this is no excuse for
the wasteful behavior seen in dining halls. The Student Environmental Coalition in coordination with
dining services have come up with
suggestions to lessen the problem.
The following are not radical ideas,
but rather are simple and easy ways
to make Colby a more environmentally friendly place.
• Soon you will notice a new
addition to the ice cream areas: china
bowls. If you are eating your ice
cream or frozen yogurt in the dining hall, please take a china bowl
instead of a paper cup. But*if you are
grabbing some desert to go, use the
paper instead of stealing the china.
Environmentally speaking, china is

One morning last week I went
down the hail to the bathroom, and
to my horror discovered thatsomeone had tinkled in the potty without flushing. I went straight back
to my room and called my mom.
She said I should drink some warm
milk, because that always calms
me down when I'm upset. But T
didn 't want to calm down. The
more I thought about it , the more I
realized that I live in a community
of absolute animals. Why, jus t the
other day in the dining hall I saw
someone drop two pieces of lettuce
in the carrots at the salad bar. How
gross! I kept my feelings about this
to myself,but was deeply disturbed
for the remainder of the night. Then,
on leaving the buildi ng, I overheard

Jennifer McElhinny '99

Chad Higgins '97

will perish for sins
a group of Colby students cursing.
I was appalled. Only after I told
them I should wash their mouths
out with soap did they apologize.
But I get the feeling they weren't
reall y sincere. And to top it all oif,
back in my room I had to listen to
people talking in the hall and playing music! Imagine, this kind of
behavior in a college dorm! I nicel y
asked everyone up and down the
hall to please be quiet , but nobod y
reall y listened. I went to bed that
night with a total loss of faith in
humanity .
But then one day I woke up in
the morning and it dawned on me
that Colby College is not a perfect
world where everyone always
flushes ,tl\e toilets ai^ , cleans the

lint screen when they're done with
thedryer. It is a college, and as such
people are sometimes rude. Now
my fragile world is no longer shattered when someone leaves their
knife in the cream cheese at Dana. I
deal with it. My therapist said that
this is reall y for the best. He also
said that if people in the real world
aren 't any ruder than they are at
Colby College, I'll be lucky. I suppose that' s a better way to handle
things than to get upset every lime
someone, lets the door close in my
face. Not that any of you inconsiderate slovenly cretins probably even
care about this... whoops,I'm sorry.
Ezra Dyer '99
; > s. . .
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Letters
Flushing - the sanitary choice

At2 a.m. on Sunday, October 27,
I had an extremely interesting conservation with a member of the
Foss/Woodman community. This
student informed me of the growing displeasure of some Foss/
Woodman residents with my occupancy of this hall. The student was
quite express in her sentiment that
college students do and should urinate on toilet seats and bathroom
floors;, and not flush bathroom toilets. Specifically, the student suggested that if I had a problem with
peopleurinatingon toiletsand bathroom floors, or people not flushing
toilets, I should move out of the
dormitory. After the conversation,
the student rebutted by writing on
my door, "What about water conservation?" I originally submitted
this letter using a direct quote and
the student's name! (With the

student'spermission).However,the
student now fervently denies making these statements, and understandably does not want a letter
mentioninghis/hernamepublished
in the Echo.
This student is incorrect in thinking that I should leave this dormitory because I do not agree with its
general level of cleanliness. The
"Colb y Student Handbook" specifically states, "Students have the right
to live in a clean, sanitary environment sufficiently quiet to allow for
rest and sleep/' (page 30). Leaving
unflushed toilets to fester is not only
disgusting, it is unsanitary. I would
hope that students at this college
are mature enough to realize what
behaviors are and are not socially
acceptable. Unfortunately some are
not.
What students do in the privacy
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of their rooms, is not the issue here.
When students' actions directly affect others, there is a problem. If
some students on this campus feel
they have the right to do whatever
they want, whenever they want, I
would suggest spending four years
with a baby-sitter, not at Colby. As
for water conservation, it is a wonderful cause. If studentsfeel strongly
that flushing toilets hinders their
ability to conserve water, I would
suggest petitioning the college to
build outhouses, or other facilities
that do not make extensive use oi
water. If anyone on campus strongly
believes that they should not flush
the toilet after using it, I would be
pleased to see a non-anonymous
letter in the Colby Echo addressing
this point.
Andrew A. Weber '97

Op inions
Abortion; Catch-22

Why abortion 's here to stay
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinion^ Editor

The first time I voted in an election was in 1984. My elementary
school had»justibought isome j new
computers (top of the line Tandys,
remember them?) .and decided to
break -them in by holding a mock
presidential election. Coming from
a Democratic famil y, I voted
Mondale. After the vote,a friend of
mine asked me who I voted for.
Answering Mondale, his eyes grew
wide and his jaw dropped. "You
voted for Mondale?!" he said."Don't
you know he wants to kill babies!"
My friend wasn't overly bright and
I dismissed it at the time. Only recently did it occur to me what he
was talking about -abortion.
Abortion has been a battleground issue ever since Roe v. Wade,
and has been traditionally an . election-breaking issue. There are some
people who cast their votes based
on the candidate's stand on abortion alone.The rest is irrelevant. Yet

Hagelin is the natural choice

the abortion issue has faded from they would. In other words, no one
the forefront in- 1996. Perhaps it's goes to bed praying the abortion
ducing cost-effective , preventive
because the Christian Coalition has numbers go up. Nonetheless it is
BY MATT APUZZO
solutions to the problems facing
already conceded defeat and has tolerated. Why ? Because we have
Staff Writer
America today.
dropped out of the campaign lime- to.
.. . . v
. . .. - ; .
The Natural Law Party, as the
. .,
light.-TheRepublicans-)who recently
Sex is a powerful thing. Hurnam
On November 5th, I refuse to name suggests, seeks a government
have tended to make an issue out of ity, in general, cannot resist its pull, cast a vote for what I feel to be a in harmony with the natural law of
abortion whenever they can, find and fails to anticipate the conse- lesser of two evils. I will not vote a the Earth. For instance,Hagelin supquences, even,when it knows what man into office who has more faces ports federal natural health care
mammBmasamKBmmtma^maaummaBKa
those consequences are. Say the than there aire policies, and I cannot programs focused on preventing disHumanity, in general ,
United States did ban abortion. bring myself to elect someone who's eases, promoting health and cutting
cannot resist [sex 's]
There would be two unsavory re- bland personality and blanketing costs.He proposes federal programs
sults: 1) A population boost of a promises leave much to be desired . which promote sustainable agriculpull , and it fai ls to
million people per year. Worse than I'm fed up with partisan politics tural practices which have been
anticipate the
that, the vast majority of these new running political puppet shows and proven to increase crop yields and
consequences , even
children would be born into inca- parading around candidates who profitability without the expense
when it knows what
pable hands. 2) Just because abor- themselves do not even support the and danger of hazardous chemition is illegal,it doesn't mean it won't party platform. And so, on Novem- cals.
the consequences are.
happen. Drugs are illegal, yet they ber 5th I will vote for a candidate
The backbone of the Natural Law
run rampant. In many states, forni- that is equally as disgusted with the Party, however, is the belief that the
themselves in desperate need of the cation is illegal (though obviously way things are as I am. I will vote for unlimited creativity and intelligence
women's vote,so the right wing has not enforced), and it continues. As the issues that he stands for. I will of the people is America's richest
gone silent. Or perhaps America is will abortion. And where will these vote for Dr. John Hagelin of the resource. While other politicians
finally coming to grips with the situ- procedures be performed? More Natural Law Party. Hagelin is a throw out promises of a strong eduation.
often than not, in either unsanitary world renowned quantum physi- cation, no significant changes are
It could be argued that most or ill-equipped areas. The country cist with a Ph.D. from Harvard. For ever made. This will change. Dr.
Americans oppose abortion in prin- has no urge to return to those days. the past 12 years, he has worked for Hagelin's programs incorporate
ciple. If it were possible to avoid, See ABORTIONon p ag e 12
government organizations, intro- See PUZZO on page 12

What do you think President Cotter should be
for Halloween?
"Mr. Burns."
Emily Mantel '00

"I always thought President
Cotter would look good dressed as
a pimp."
Peter Nealis '97

"Me should be the Invisible Man
and leave our alcohol policy alone
f °r a day."
Brent Ryan '97

"The Mad Professor... how about the Grinch that stole Christmas?"
Brett Chardavoyne and Margot Higgins '97
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Republican efficiency
BY MARC FAIRBROTHER
Contributing Writer

We find ourselves at the dawn of a newera,a new revolution. Not only do we rapidly
approach the beginnings of a new century,
we also rocket toward a vastly different society — a society ruled by information and
digits: ones and zeros in various sequences.
We have experienced an unprecedented and
swift takeover of our lives by computers, the
Internet and Electronic Communication Technologies (ECTs). While these advances have
already begun to revolutionize the way we
interact with each other, it is in the next century that we will truly realize their full capacities.
For instance, perhaps one of the greatest
applications of these technologies in the notso-distant digital society is in our altered
daily interactions with government. Soon we
will be able to register bur cars, renew our
driver's licenses,and even vote online. Learning about what our government is doing for
us and how we can participate even more is
the most distinct advantage of a digital society. The Information Superhighway is the
mythical knight in shining armor, defending
democracy for all.
But no matter how things change, they
stay the same. While undoubtedly we will be
confronted with numerous digital dilemmas
which we must resolve, we will still find
ourselves forced to contend with societal and
governmental problems in general. Zeros and
ones will make our lives more convenient
and, perhaps, more enjoyable. But they will
never allow us to reach nirvana.
In the late 1960s President Johnson instituted a series of social welfare programs designed to provide relief to those members of
the American society most in need in an effort
to achieve the Great Society. Those initiatives
were continued, and in some' cases broadened,under PresidentNixon. But by the 1980s
the country had decided that while the goals
of the Great Society were noble and virtuous,
the programs were simply not, in their current realizations,efficient or effective enough.
And now, in 1996, we find ourselves facing a
mountain of national debt, totaling nearly $5
trillion,with a person currently of college age
having to face the reality that over the course
oi his or her lifetime he or she will pay over
$100,000 to the federal government for interest to the debt alone. No longer are we able to
afford the Great Society of the 1960s and
1970s that we sought, nor are we able to

sustain the military state that we achieved in
the 1980s.
Without question it is the combination of
military and social welfare/entitlement
spending, not just one or the other, that has
brought us to the edge of a seemingly bottomless debt cliff, where in 1996 we dangle
with our toes peering over the edge. The
21st century will not be a place to lay blame,
it will be a place to lead.
What we have begun to realize in the
1990s is that to succeed inboth the corporate
and government worlds, efficiency is the
key. Often that includes cutbacks,
downsizing and generally learning to do
the same or even
more tasks without
increasing resources.
Sad but true,the case
looks to be the same
for the future. It
would be nice to assist the most needy of
our society without
thinking about cost
(short term and long
term,capital and otherwise), but that simply is not an option. New leadership in the
21st century is required to attain success in
American government, and that leadership
will come from the Republican party.
In 1994 Republicans kept their promise
of debating and voting upon a series of
proposals to revolutionize government, including submitting the first balanced budget plan in years. Republicans held out on
the specifics of their plan when affronted by
the fiscally irresponsible Democratic party.
The Republican lawmakers realized that
while many of their cutbacks may have
seemed severe, the changes were necessary
to achieve an efficient and effective government. It is through fiscal conservatism; responsibility arid a socially moderate stance
of the Republican party that America will
achieve success in the 21st century.
The Republican party has realized the
error of its past ways and has begun to look
to the future: to the digital, democratic and
efficient society of the 21st century. But the
ultimate decision resides in the hands of the
voting public. Will we return to the 1960s,
1970s and 1980s, or will we head for the
future? You have the power to decide. Exercise your right to vote.Q

Democratic ideals
BY EMMETT BELIVEAU
Contributing Writer

In just five day s we will have the daunting task of deciding who will best lead our
country into the 21st century. We will be
making crucial choices. To fairly decide
which political party and candidates to
support, we must examine our individual
ideals. We must decide if educating our
children, maintaining economic security,
protecting our environment and keeping
assault weapons off the streets are priorities for our nation.
President
Clinton has a record
of tremendous accomplishment in
the past four years,
accomplishments in
the face of enormous Republican
opposition. While
President Clinton
fought to protect
education,Bob Dole
and the Republicans
in Congress attempted to cut $31 billion from education
and eliminate the Direct Lending Program
that benefits so many students at Colby.
President Clinton signed the Assault Weapons Ban to keep the deadliest weapons off
our streets. Bob Dole voted against the
Assault Weapons Ban and told the National Rifle Association that repealing it
was "one of my legislative priorities."
In the past four years of Democratic
leadership the deficit has been cut in half,
after it had quadrupled during the previous two Administrations. The unemployment rate has fallen to 5.3 percent— down
from over 7 percent when President Clinton
took office. Finally," the Clinton White
House oversaw the creation of more than
10 million new jobs in just under three and

Vfor the
q f uture!
T
j Ej j Tuesday.
November

g ... 19, .
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ABORTION, continued f r ompage 11
It is hugely ironic that the people who push hardest for pro-life forces are normally staunchly anti-welfare.
You cannot have one without the other. If a million new children come in to the U.S. each year , they will have
to be cared for. That burden will fall upon the state. Accept it; that is how it will be.
The only way to eliminate abortion is to eliminate its need, perceived or otherwise. Unfortunately, the
solution is for people to stop having unprotected sex and the foolproof way is to stop having sex altogether.
Since that scenario is laughably unlikely, it looks like abortion stays. More than anything else, it may be that
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PUZZ O, continued f r omp age11

a half years — a faster annual rate of job
growth than any Republican Administration since the 1920s.
President Clinton should not receive all
4he credit for the success of the past four
years. He should, however, receive credit
for providing strong leadership and for refusing to compromise when the values ofthe
Democratic Party were threatened.
In Maine we have clear differences between the Republican and Democratic candidates for Congress. In the race for the U.S.
House of Representatives, Democrat Tom
Allen is running against freshman Republican Jim Longley, who voted to fund B-2
bombers that the Pentagon didn't request
while cutting education across the board .
Tom Allen, a Rhodes Scholar, has made his
support for education and his opposition to
wasteful government spending clear on his
recent visits to Colby.Democrat Joe Brennan
is seeking Maine's open U.S. Senate seat. As
Maine's Governor for eight years he protected education, helped small businesses
and stood up for working families. He, too,
deserves our support.
On the local level, Joe Jabar is seeking a
seat in the Maine House of Representatives.
I'm sure he will effectivel y represent the
voices of Colby students when serving in
Augusta.After all,he was once one of us. Joe
graduated in the Colby Class of 1968.
As we head for the ballot box, we must
ask ourselves if we want to support the
Republican party and their quest to elimi-r
nate the Department of Education,take away
a woman's right to chopse and put assault
weapons back on our street, or the Democraticparty which has consistently opposed
all three. We need to re-elect President
Clinton and Vice-President Gore, send Joe
Brennan and Tom Allen to Washington and
send Joe Jabar to Augusta where they will '
continue to protect our values^ The choice
we face this election could riot be more stark,
our future; depends on it. On Tuesday, please7 '
make your voice heard.Q
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proven methods to develop the creativity of each child. He supports Head Start programs and higher national
standards of education. He will upgrade the status and skills of teachers, recognizing them as a critical
influence upon society. The difference is, while every politician supports these policies, Hagelin has laid out
the means by which the country can realistically achieve these goals. Actions, not promises.
Money can be saved by limiting our country's severe dependence on f oreign oil and the petroleum
producing nations of the world. Righ t now, we are a t the point where we spend billions of dollars and
thousands of lives, entering wars that allow us to purchnse crude oil that both hurts the economy and the
environment. Hagelin can change this by implementing scientifically proven programs fostering energy
conservation practices and renewable energy production , This will bring the backbone of the country back in to
the country. The reason this logical and detailed plan is not implemented is that politicians are in the pockets
of the rich oil companies, who have preserved their special interests at the cost of the American people.
His detailed plan shows how today's system relies on cutting necessary programs to balance the budget
and lower taxes. The Natural Law system would eliminate pork barrel spending and tax-and-spend
government. Both parties/Democrats and Republicans, have said this is their goal/but who has shown the
people how to accomplish it? Nobod y. Until now.
Hageli n 's methods are not idealistic or unrealistic. They are all programs that have been proven effective
/K{|||
in studies as well as implementation. Voting for the Natura l Law party is not a wasted vote. Ignorantl y voti ng ||||j
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Natura l Law promotes preventative measures to America's problems. For a complete guide to the Party,
log on to http://ww;w.natural-law.org/hlp. They are, right now, theo. ily party that haslaid puta' systeniatiqall y
proven , step by step method for the resurrection of this country. Hagelin has put everything on the table: how
he will cut taxes by irnpletfienting his cost effective prevention-oriented solutions into government. He has
spoken clea rly where h e stan d s' on every issue. He does not bea t around the bush. You will receive no blanket
statements and no broken promises. What you will get is reason after reason telling you that Dr. John Hagelin
of the Natural Law Party is the best man for the office of President of the United States.Q
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there an answer. to the
Maine's fo
environmental question of j obs or the earth?
Unsustainable forestry niust eiid
ini Main^
The only growing industry in the state is
BY NED GIGNOUX

the serviceindustry. The paperindustry has
the livelihood of thousands of Mainers in its
hands. This dependence on low skilled, low
Qn this coming Tuesday, Maine's voters paid workers must stop. By banning
will send. a.message to Maine's currently clearcutting and defining sustainable harunsustainable paper industry. We'll be able vesting, Maine can preserve its valuable
to express our anger for the years of destruc- woods for both the wood products industry
tion of Maine's precious woods, or show and the more hopeful high-tech and service
approval of the industry's irresponsible ac- industries.
Current forest practices are NOT sustions.
The debate started when the people of tainable!We can either stop the destruction
Maine learned that spruce fir was being now, taking an economic blow when we're
harvested at five times the rate of growth braced, or we can wait a few years, and
and,overall, the forests of Maine were being allow shareholders to destroy the remaincut at two ^imes their growth rate. Industry der of the forests.
Currently, the average sLze of a clearcut
proponents will claim to be replanting as
in Maineis 33acres.
fast as they are cutj
Tfifindustry works
ting. .They are, but
its way around this
,
they are replanting
We
can
either
stop
the
^ .
regulation by cuttrees, no$ forests. .
destruction
now,
taking,
an
tingthese relatively
.A. forest with a
diversity oi; ages
economic blow when we're smaiUpatchesbythe
dozens, leaving
and species is,con-' 1 braced , or we can wait ...
strips of trees bedu cive - to , tree ,
and allow shareholders to tweenthem.Angus
growth. Theacres.of,
King's "Compact
barren land deso- . destroy the remainder pf
¦
;
¦
fpr Maine's Forest.'
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posecl7to ; extreme-;¦, % f
clearcuts to 75acres
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and
enlarges
the
stripsbetvyeen
them.
beauty
Clearcuts yield low-gradewood
wood. Not only is
The industry and the Governor craftedthis
a clearcut .disturbing to the ey^
that, when bill with no intention of cutting down the
in one^yjeld^^w-grade
alive,issusceptible tpdisease and forest fire, number of cords they take from Maine each
"Big.JPaperfreplants a.monoculture of seedr year.i Instead, they figured out a way to
compact
continue m^xmum.harv^
lin^s. After ,a^
^
setsasidespmenatureprieseryes/eachbeing
withjtpxicherb. cide^
trees from growing
in the area. Because 15,000 acres* Fifteen thousand acres is a tiny
thup
are
trees
needed for pulp/ portion of the eight
acres of forest in
j
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thesp
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¦
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the industry replants thousands of spruce disptite77 :';7.!. ' The cPmpact is supported by the two
firs that are inches , high and calls this a
"fut ure forest/' Ttas 'allegkdf forest''' willbfe largest ''ehyirohmental" organizations in
cut again in thirty years, raping thel soil of the state. It is a pplitical mo^e. The Natural
nutrients, ;erpj^iig.f.the,ipres^ed:-;pl6t even RespurcesGpuncil of Maine and The Maine
more and adding to Maine's economic de- Audoboh Society have dirty interests in the
paper companies. They ' get plots of land
pendence on an -industry!th^tjs exploiting
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¦
:
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and'cbntributioris from the industry in orthe state.
Some people want to preserve the forest, der to stay quiet about the abuses of the
but are, like myself, afraid of t"he corpse . regionsi of the North Woods that most Main;
qiiences of limiting timber harvesting to one- ers are hot visiting. The Sierra Club, an
third of the wood on an acre .every .15 years. organizat ion forever dedicat ed to nature as
The paper industry,like all businesses,must nature,hot a manipulation of people,backs
max imize prof its each financ ial quar ter to the Ban Clearcutting proposal. Along with
keep a high rate of investment7 Unfortu- the Sierra Club, 55,000 Mainers signed a
nately for Maine, the industry bias maxi- petition last November to get the Ban on
mized profi ts by cutting too many jobs and, the ballot this election have made their
with the help of mechanization, too man y voices heard to generate debate or. the is¦
sue.' 7- ' . ' ' ' .
trees.
The overcutting occurring now is shockSince 1984, the number of jo bs in Maine's
forest hassteadily decrease d by about 4,000. ing, our ecosystem; We need to preserve
All this time,the amount of wood harvested spine of the Eastern United States' for es t,
lias increased significantly. Therefore, the and Maine is the only undeveloped area
paper industry is taking more and giving that can be set aside forever. See through
less to Maine. We nebd to accept the short the paper industry's multi-million dollar
term consequences of job losses and thinlc campaign and vote 2A to , save Maine's
toward the future with investments in hi gh- forest and the state's long-term economic
tech industries and a healthy forest.
well-beingP '
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The economy is our priori ty
The beauty of 2B is that the lobbying is
BY KELSEY MILLER
over. The two main opponents have already
Staff Writer
discussed the issues, and have come up with
a mutually acceptable plan. If any groups
No one loves trees more than I do. I am a know how to manage forests, it should be the
self-professed tree hugger who will walk, foresters and the environmental groups.
ride and run through the woods at any chance Oftentimes, the public is ill-informed on isI am given. So why would I want to risk not sues and can be won over by sound bites they
voting for 2A, the ban on clearcutting in see in a 15 second commercial. It wants to do
Maine's'ten million acre "unorganized terri- right, but it simply does not know what is at
tory?" Simply, because I think that vote will stake. With 2B, the public is' better assured
risk the welfare of hundreds of other Maine that the proposal is at the least feasable since
voters.
the two major forces, and the Governor himMaine has a huge logging industry, a self, have already worked out the details.
strong paper industry and countless other There are fewer guarantees under the all out
employment opportunities that depend on ban.
the state's forestry. Opponents ofthe clearcut
In a situation like this, where a way of life
ban say up to 15,000
isbeing transformed,
jobs could be lost.
it is best to move
This is an unsustainslowly to the future .
able blow to Maine
Few Maine voters
In
a
situation
like
this
,
at this time. Logging
deny that the paper
is a way of life in parts
where a way of life is
industry needs an
of the North Woods.
overhaul, but they
being transformed , it is
It's not right, nor
will not accept drasbest to move slowly to
does it make sense
tic
and
sharp
economically, to
the future.
changes. Governor
throw these men and
King recognized this,
women out of work.
and had the foresight
In order to proto preempt Jonathan
tect not only the jobs
Carter's well-meanbut the wilderness as well,Maine's governor, ing but overzealous attempt at regulation.
Angus King, brought the logging and paper Despite the 55,000 names on the petition, it is
industries together with environmental doubtful the Green : Party really had the siggroups to hammer out a deal between them natories support. Without 2B< it. is probable
that would satisf y both interests. The result that the ban would have been rejected, and
was the Compact for Maine's Forests, now we would have had no change whatsoever.
known as 2B on the ballot. This vote will
Hove trees,but I also know that the people
allow the state's voters to keep precious jobs are what really make Maine a great state to
at home, as well as establish guidelines for live in. This country has enough problems
keeping forests intact. Business and indus- with more unemployment; let's not add to it
tries must replant and manage the natural by choosing forests over people. Maine votresources that they use for their venture, as ers should protect both our natural and our
well as ensuring that all resources will be human resources. Vote 2B.Q
maintained for the immediate future.
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We laughed, we cried,
we defeated
communism":Students
remember the '80s
BY CHRISTOPHER DACUS
Contributing Writer

Just when it seemed that the
1980s were safely behind us, rock,
Reaganism and the word "radical"
returned to Colby in full force last
Saturday night.
In the Page Commons Room,
Colby students partied to the best
music of the "decade of greed,"
which still manages to remain popular. The party in the student center
began at 10 p.m., but various preparty events led up to the
"bodacious bash." The pre-parties
were free , and there was a cash bar
inside the dance. Although many
students had obviously been drinking, a large number of others were
wearing the blue bracelets that signified their participation in the
CSNAP Challenge to abstain from
alcohol for the week.
Some students truly got into the
act and came bedecked in their best
'80s regalia , including massive
amounts of denim, hoop earrings,
high top tennis shoes and,of course,
pastel leg warmers. Several of the
men also opted for the ultra cool
Bruce Springsteen look, which
would not have been complete without bandanna and short denim
jacket replete with zippers. On ladies, the ultimate '80s look was the
fringed brown leather jacket, but
most settled for shirts tied at the
waist and ti ght jeans with socks
pulled over the cuff.
"The music is fun, but I'm glad
that I am not old enough to have
full y experienced the '80s," sta ted
freshman Bra d Reichek, a prominent member of the Colby Performing Arts community.
A sentimental feeling for the
decade set in amongst many of the
party goers as they danced to the
grea test eighties performers such as
Madonna and Michael Jackson, as
well as the less auspicious but certainl y memorable DJ Jazzy Jeff. Not

everyone, however, was enthusiastic about the decade of Reagan,
Thatcher , Gorbachev and "Different Strokes," as Reichek made clear.
The event definitely inspired
Kristen Engle '99, who came in full
'80s ensemble, complete with
denim, giant earrings and enough
hair spray to make a New Jerseyite
proud. She gleefull y said of the
party, "This is the most totally radical party I've been to!" The party
atmosphere combined withher California background had humorously
slammed her diction back to 1983.
Her friend Robin Torbeck, also a
sophomore, was in similar spirits
when she gushed , "Oh my god, gag
me with a spoon, this is so totally
cool!" These young ladies were just
a few of the many who looked as
though they had once been great
fans of the TV show "Growing
Pains" and rubber bracelets with
lace gloves.
The music obviously struck a
familiar chord with many of the
party-goers. The '80s is a unique
decade for most students— we were
not old enough to be full social participants, but still have fleeting elementary and junior high school
memories of what was cool at the
time . So when the greatest songs of
the decade poured out of the Student Union, there was a pulse of
recognition that ran through the
crowd, increasing the excitement of
rediscovering songs that, while not
played as much today, are still an
prominent part of our musical subconscious.
The '80s party was arguably the
best the Student Association (StuA) has offered this year. Instead of
the same old dance tracks, students
received a dose of music that they
may not have heard in some time.
The real lesson is to save all of the
good CD's from the '90s for the '90s
parties that will, undoubtedl y, be
going on in the next millennium.?

Dana Rob inson
brin gs style to the
Coffeehouse
style added a unique quality to his
play ing, and allowed viewers to
become more engaged.
Staff Writer
"I saw other people play ing and
The Coffeehouse played host to performing at different concerts.
singer/songwriter Dana Robinson They were doing what I loved to do,
Inst Thursday ni ght, the latest of a and getting paid for it. So 1 thoug ht
host of musicians to visit the venue that I would g ive music a try," said
this year. His metaphorical lyrics, Robinson.
The concert had a moderate turnraspy voice a nd gu i tn r-ta ppi ng ben ts
both entertained and captured the out with a very relaxed atmosphere,
Robinson played all original songs
imag ination of all in attendance,
"I play con tempora ry folk mu- with titles ranging from "Coyote
sic. The onl y difference between H ey," a song about how some
pop, rock nnd folk music is that both people like to cause major problems
pop and rock use electricity," said to illustra te a point , to "Lazy June. "
Robinson , whose sty le and voice Robinson also explained his love of
imagination. He named his imagiechoed of Cat Stevens.
His voice was raspy smooth,and nation "Saddie," and said that
his guitar style was complicated Saddle was always a safe person to
with emphasis on dominant base talk to, and a retrea t from the rest of
lines. The rh ythm of his music, the world.
According to Robinson, many
which provid ed its foundation ,
sounded as if Robinson was accom- different types of music influence
panied by a drummer. This skillful his uivque jSjty liv such as "Appella-

BY DEAN HENRY

Album Reviews
may exclude most of the Colby audience, but at least
they have not changed their music just to get our
money.

BY CHRISTOPHER DACUS
Contributing Writer

Mile Limit
DC Talkthe title of DC Talk's latest album, Three
Three Mile Limit is one of the few groups that man-

At first glance,
"Jesus Freak," may seem to be a slur to the Christian ages toachievea full,cohesive,spatial sound without the
religion, but to thisgroup it is self descriptive. They heavy studio engineering that many bands require.
have long been a staple of many Protestant teenag- "Roating Off Somewhere Else" is their new album and
ers, but like many other religious artists DC Talk has it happily blends a folk acoustic textxure with impasstepped into the secular spotlight. Christian band sioned lyrics that have a modern sense of urgency.
The album, as a whole,
Jars of Clay has managed
seems like it could have been
to receive regular radio play
recorded at an impromptu
and a video on MTV, but it
acoustic coffeehouse perforremains to be seen whether
mance. The songs are perDC Talk can follow in their
formed entirely without affootsteps.
fectation and , taken as a
It is doubtful whether
'
whole, have a driven, yet
"Jesus Freak" will carry DC
reminiscent quality. This is
Talk to such fame as Jars of
due ih pari to the guitar which
Clay. Unlike most success,
workhard, but do not overful Christian bands they
do not attempt to veil the
power, as is so often the case
with other alburns. Most of
heavily religious aspect of
thesongs cover the usual subtheir music. Most ofthe lyrics are a bit heavy handed
jects of romance and romance
in their religious thrust.
gone bad with a degree of
disenchantment thrown in for
This, combined with the
good measure. The most melbands overly self-conscious
ancholy song on the album is
sense of being alternative,
"More,"which deals with the
gives the album a feeling of
being an anachronism in its Jesus Freak by DC Talk
pitfalls of romance and life.
However, the lyrics are very
own time. The lyrics are
highly esoteric, so whileperhaps meaningful to more clever and avoid sounding shlocky and instea d are
fundamentalist listeners, they are lost on most audi- simple and plaintive. The song "Hysterical Bliss"
ences.
hardly has the feel of bliss,but instead resonates with
The lyrics could be overlooked if the band's mu- the sorrow of loss. "A Thousand Times Good-bye" is
sic was more original. However, like many younger the most folksy sounding song on the album, but the
bands, DC Talk borrows heavily from more estab- lyrical sty le is a reminder that the music is current.
lished popular bands. The title song, "Jesus Freak,"
The group may owe a very small percent of their
sounds suspiciously like Nirvana warmed over; if music to groups such as Simon and Garfunkel,but the
this were the pattern for the
sound is certainly that of the
nineties. If the guitars were
entire album the title could
have been, "Smells like Holy
electric, and they were much
louder,the group could pass
Spirit." Conversely, "Between You and Me," profor an alternative band playduced a sound similar to
ing in a club, like an earl y
Seal on a bad day. The first
Bush. This group, however,
track, "So Help Me God,"
has such a folksy feel that it
was a shade more original,
hard to imagine them thrashbut Bryan Adams was aping a club. The group's sound
parently one of their teen
suffers some from the overly
idols also. Rap even creeps
inconsolable tone that bands
intoa fewof thesongs. There
composed of young musiis no real way to describe
cians usually show. To listen
the overall sound quality,
to many such bands often
mostly because the album
brings on the need for a few
lacked any sort consistency.
prozac doses, but Three Mile
At times it is hard to believe
Limit escapes this by a fair
___ __
that the same group permargin.
forming all of the songs. Floatin g Off Somewhere E lse by
Anyone who wishes to
From this album it is Three Mile Limit
see Three Mile Limit, which
clear that DC Talk will remain a group that sells showcases the talents of two Colby students, Mike
mostl y to religious audiences. While their music Lawrence '97 and Pat Doyle '97, for themselves can
may be narrowl y targeted and exclude the general check them out at the Spa on Saturday, November 2.
rock audience, it is hard not to respect their desire to Their album can be purchased from Doyle or Lawrence
remain true to what they are. Artists such as Amy and is also available at Record Connection and The
Grant realized that they were not going to make as Music Gallery.Q
much money unless they changed their music,so the
lyrics changed and therecord sales went up. DC Talk
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tion Old Time/ and many other
traditional styles. "I reall y respect
grea t guitar players such as Norman
Blake," said Robi nson.
Robinson 's l yrics described
many different aspects of the natural world. When risked if he had a
message which he was try ing to
convey throug h his music, Robinson
replied , "I want people to be connected lo theirhistory, and the natural world around them."
Robinson had an extremel y
smooth performance,and he accompanied his songs with entertaining
and sometimes comica l stories. He
was another great musician brought
to Colby through the Coffeehouse.
Echo photo by Kristiua S mit h
Upcoming events at the Coffeehouse Dana Robinson plays with emotion during his Coffeehouse
include art Qpeji .Mic on Nov. 7.Q, performance last Thursday
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BY LARRY BENESH
Staff Writer

thor would go so far as to say it's
BY ERIN DUGGAN &
one of her top 10 finalists in the allJEN ATWOOD
around competition.
PILSNER: If you tried the ale
Once upon a time, three long and it was too much, don't give up
years ago, we used to order Busch and drown your sorrows in a case of
Light bar bottles adn they were de- Beast Lite. Sam Adams Golden Pillivered to our dorm room. A lot has sner is the gourmet alternative for
changed since then. The trustees the not-quite-ready-for-real-beer
may have given us guidelines as to imbiber. This is something to give
where we can drink, but they still to your 16-year-old brother (if you
don't provide any education as to were in France, where it would be
what we should drink. What's a 21- legal, of course). Jokes aside, this
year-old freshman to do but head light colored beer goes down easy
for the nearest keg party, inevitably and could be the first step towards
serving Nasty Lite?
an appreciation for beer darker than
As seniors who have had to learn lemonade. Sam Adams doesn't
the hard way
make a bad beer
which beer is
— what sepaactually worth
rates this pilsner
waiting in line
from
many
for, we'd like to
other light coltake
this
ored beers is
oppourtunity to
that it actually
turn our sufferhas taste.
ing into a teachLAGER:
able moment.So
The lager is the
clip this out and
quintessential
memorize the
Sam Adams
essentials - you
beer - it has a
will be tested on
distinct taste,
Sam
Adams
Boston
this information
full bodied flatime and time Ale...ahhh!
vor and we'd
again.
say if you don't
Similar to the four major food like this, don't consider yourself a
groups, each an important part of true American beer drinker just yet.
the food pyramid,there are five gen- Lagers are clear and bright, and the
eral categories under the umbrella inclusion of dark malts separates
term "beer." To help illustrate their them from American standards like
finer distinctions, we called upon Budweiser and Coors. The bitterthe renowned revolutionary patriot ness .reminds you that you're not
and brewer Samuel Adams who, just drinking a beer, you're partaklike most Colby students, hails from ing in a tradition our forefathers
just outside the Boston area.
would be proud of. Sam Adams
In order to truly understand the Boston Lager is versatile, and can be
differences between,say, a lager and had before, during, or after almost
a stout, the true beer connoisseur any meal. This beer gets the top 10
must first familiarize her/himself vote from the other author.
with the key ingredients . Let's bePORTER: Contrary to it's name,
gin...
the Sam Adams Honey Porter won't
Ingredients: Water, hops, yeast be attracting any bees. A good sceand grains. (Disclaimer: don't try nario for drinking H.P. - you're in a
making this at home if you're under dark pub, it's damp and cold, and
21).
you've lost your job and your cat in
Water: come on.
the same afternoon. You have two
Hops: A member of the quid and need something to drown
cnnnahinacea e family and a distant your sorrows in, something about
cousin of cannabis, hops contrib- as bitter as you feel. That' s when it's
utes bitterness, aroma and flavor to porter time. Don't get us wrong, we
beer. Also acts as a natural preser- actually reall y like the honey porvative.
ter, but, like a scotch on the rocks, it
Yeast: There are two major types has its time and p lace. One of the
of yeast, Snccharomyces cerevisia and more sophisticated beers in the
Sticcharotrnjc es iivnrum (do we get Adams famil y, this is not recomscience credit for using these mended for rookies.
terms?). Cerevisia is used in ales,
STOUT: A meal in a bottle, stout
and gives them their fruity aromas. is porter 's big brother. The Sam
Italso reduces buttery taste. U varum Adams Cream Stou t can be likened
is used in lagers and works best at to Ova!tine,buteven in Eng land it's
lower temperatures. It produces a ra re to see kids swilling them on the
' leaner beer with very little "off fla- way to school . The term "soothing
vor, "
comfort food" came to mind as we
Grains: The two most common sank deep into to the roasted
grains in the malting process are chocolatcy/coffee bliss, Stouts are
Kuiey (which makes lagers nnd p il- tasted , not gulped , and never
sners) nnd whea t (found in darker chugged . When you learn to love a
'xvrs , like stouts). The malting of good , warm ,dark pint of stou t, you
Wains contribu tes to both the bod y have reached the pinnacle of your
<wd alcohol level.
beer drinking career.
ALE: For the novice taster, we
We hope these brief exp lanations
^commend starting with the San . have at least shed a little li ght on the
Adams Boston Ale, available at fine beer path infrequentl y traveled at
beer distributors across the city of Colby. With diversity such a hot
Waterville. Ales are traditionally less issue on campus, why not try someWnlty, easy to drink , have fruity thing different? A lager, perhaps...
tosto and are light or medium in Bottoms UplP
color . American ales are also high in
Next Week: Things get fruity as
hops (see above) and Sam's has a
Case Stud ies irivestiga les the beer
n 'ce, almost buttery overtone. It's
drinker's alternative to daiquiris.
hard not to like this beer - one au. , t . . . I .
i .. . .' .
- . i

Piano and Clarinet team up _*.
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Two members of the Colby applied music faculty performed last
Sunday afternoon October 27 in the
chapel as part of the 1996-97 Music
at Colb y Series. Pianist Cheryl
Tschanz and clarinetist Karen
Beacham played four pieces, including the debut of an original composition by Associate Professor of
Music Jonathan Hallstrom.
Ms. Beacham is principal clarinet with the Maine Chamber Orchestra and also performs with the
Portland Symphony Orchestra.
Ms. Tschanz made her major orchestral debut at age eleven with
the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, and was the first reci p ient of
the presti gious Thayer Fellowship
of the Arts.
The concert began with SaintSaens'"Sonate for Clarinet and Piano ,
Op. 167." The first movement was
an Alegretto that started with a
simple melody on the clarinet, but
the piano soon added hints of darkness. The clarinet followed the
darker strain and the tempo quickened with a flourish of quicker notes
before the slower sadder finish. The
third movement Lento had a touch
of the sinister in its deep and low
sounds at the start. The last movement Molto Allegro changed the
tone to hi gher pitches and quick
scales, and its end recalled the beginning melody.
Johannes Brahams' "Sonata for the
Clarinet and Piano in E flat , Op. 120"
was the second piece played. Ms.

Echo p ho to by J ennifer Ativood

Chery l Tschanz and Karen Bencham
Tschanz and Ms. Beacham handled
the piece's many diverse moods well.
Both musicians played with emotion. Ms. Beacham was a swaying
animated player. Ms. Tschanz's facial expressions gave clues to the
music's meanings.
After a short intermission, the
two performed Carl Maria von
Weber's "Grand Duo Concertant , Op.
48." The first movement Allegro con
fuoco began with a series of fast falling scales, and Allegro con moto was
at times painful in its beauty and
theme. The final movement Allegro
Rondo brought the listeners back to
a brighter world,and there were spinning scales in a fancy finish.
Ms. Tschanz made even the subtle
moments sound simple. Ms.
Beacham was graceful on the longer
and low notes, but her strength was
perhaps in the quick passages and
higher registers.
Mr. Hallstrom introduced his

piece "E yeing the Preci p ice " as "pushing the envelope." Ms. Beacham
made use of both an electronic wind
instrument and an analog clarinet,
and Ms. Tschanz performed on the
keyboard . All the instruments were
filtered through a computer and effects were added electronicall y.
The second movement Otobe
seemed to be the most successful
moment. The keyboard made percussion-like sounds and the clarinet
became more melodic. The effect was
something that might have been used
in a suspense movie soundtrack. The
third movement Freefall II was almost jazzy, but some higher notes
turned almost screech-like. To this .
listener, technology did not enhance
the melody. Mr. Hallstrom's experimentalism could be applauded, although a concert with a Brahams
sonata was perhaps not the ideal
setting for a debut of "E yeing the
Preci pice. " Q

(Jeffrey Wri ght) as an eccentric but
congenial graffiti artist who dabbles
in punk and pop art. We see his
interaction with his friend and sometimes video pioneer Benney Dalmau
(BenicioDel Toro) and the coked up
relationship they share. Basquiat's
relationship, however,is more complex than this, and even at this earl y
stage of the film we feel a lack of
depth.
The same is true when he meets
his first true love, Gina Cardinale
(Claire Forlani), a waitress at the
corner restaurant which Basquiat
frequents. Their relationshi p, without question , must have impacted
heavil y on Basquiat' s life, but there
is little dramatic interpersonal dialogue to show what is actuall y happening in Basquiat' s mind. Of
course, there is never certainty in
such projections , but more could
have been developed in this and
many other of his relationships.
The film continues to trace
Basquiat' s life from this point to his
success in New York nnd European
art circles, and it does do a very
good job of portray ing the conflicted
ways which Basquiat felt toward
the vastl y w.hite world he had broken into. One of the major issues
with which Basquiat strugg led wns
the issue of race; it permeated every
facet of his life , and through a partiall y fictitiousinterview withChristop her Wnlken , writer Schnabel
g ives a comprehensive overview of
Basquiat' s frustration with being
considered a "black artist" as opposed to simply an artist.
Schnabel uses other scenes, such
as a moment when Basquiat cannot
hail a cab and must ask his while
g irlfriend to get Tone; and .aivolher

scene where Basquiat is ridiculed in
a high-class Italian restaurant by a
table of well dressed white males.
All of " these scenes involve us in
Basquiat 's anger and , in this way,
the movie certainly explains some
of the motivation Basquiat had to
paint.
Another ang le which the film
tackles well is Basquiat's relationship with pop artist And y Warhol
(played exquisitel y and hilariousl y
by David Bowie). Here also the race
factor , as well as the age and class
factor, became an issue. The popular press questioned the relationship between the two men , and
Warhol' s flakiness also made for
difficulties in communica tion. Ultimatel y, at the time of Wa rhol' s
death , the two were barel y speaking, and the unresolved issues of
their relationship haunted Basquiat
greatl y in the last years of his life .
"Basquia t " does a good job of
showing us the superficial events
which affected the artist 's life and
the courseof his work,but we never
reall y get to know who Basquiat
himself is. At times, the movie leaves
us asking for more of his own
thought. Even so, there is still a great
entertaining flare in "Basquiat ," and
the acting from those mentioned
and others (Willem Dafoe, Parker
Posey and Dennis Hopper among
others) make "Basquiat " entirel y
worth watching. Althoug h scopic,
this is still a very good biographical
p iece, nnd shouldn 't be missed.
"Basquiat" is directed by Julian
Schnabel , is rated R, and will be
showing at Railroad Square Cinema from November 1 to November 7.Q

Life of a black artist celebrated m
Basquia t
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

Striking a balance between accuracy and entertainment is always
a major challenge for any biographical film. In "Basquiat," writer/director Julian Schnabel has created a
film meant to encompass and communicate the life of the late artist
Jean Michel Basquiat, rather than
literall y display it. The consequence
of this film-making strategy is a
movie tha t involves a mesh of actual people and composite characters, as well as both actual and fictitious events. The result is an entertaining movie tha t traces his life
fairl y comprehensivel y, althoug h at
times it feels as though the complexity of Jea n Michel Basquiat is
sacrificed to make to the movie flow
and fit the entertainment requirements a little more strictl y. There
are moments in "Basquiat" where
the explanation is sacrifi ced for more
action , but these instances do not
sink the movie by any means, nnd it
dcfinilel y delivers an entertaining
and generall y satisf y ing story of the
g rea test artist of the 1 980s.
"Basquiat " begins wilh an inlerestingcred its sequence which shows
the a rtist' s earl y exposure to art wi th
his mother. It then shifts directl y to
Bnsquia tin his earl y twenties in 1981.
We find Basquiat living in a cardboard box in Thompson Square
Park, Mew York City. As he walks
down the street, the voice-over of
his sometimes friend Rene Rica rd
(Michael Wincott) introduces some
social commentary directl y relevant
to the path which Basquia t's life
look. We're introduced'to Basquiat
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We laughed, we• . cried ,.
we defea ted
communism":Students
remember the '80s
BY CHRISTOPHER DACUS
Contributing Writer

Just when it seemed that the
1980s were safel y behind us, rock,
Reaganism and the word "radical"
returned to Colby in full force last
Saturday night.
In the Page Commons Room,
Colby students partied to the best
music of the "decade of greed,"
which still manages to remain popular. The party in the student center
began at 10 p.m., but various preparty events led up to the
"bodacious bash." The pre-parties
were free, and there was a cash bar
inside the dance. Although many
students had obviously been drinking, a large number of others were
wearing the blue bracelets that signified their participation in the
CSNAP Challenge to abstain from
alcohol for the week.
Some students truly got into the
act and came bedecked in their best
'80s regalia, including massive
amounts of denim, hoop earrings,
high top tennis shoes and,of course,
pastel leg warmers. Several of the
men also opted for the ultra cool
Bruce Springsteen look, which
would not have been completewithout bandanna and short denim
jacket replete with zippers. On ladies, the ultimate '80s look was the
fringed brown leather jacket, but
most settled for shirts tied at the
waist and tight jeans with socks
pulled over the cuff.
"The music is fun , but I'm glad
that I am not old enough to have
fully experienced the '80s," stated
freshman Brad Reichek, a prominent member of the Colby Performing Arts community.
A sentimental feeling for the
decade set in amongst many of the
party goers as they danced to the
greatest eighties performers such as
Madonna and Michael Jackson, as
well as the less auspicious but certainly memorable DJ Jazzy Jeff. Not

everyone,however, was enthusiastic about the decade of Reagan,
Thatcher , Gorbachev and "Different Strokes,"as Reichekmade clear.
The event definitely inspired
Kristen Engle '99, who came in full
'80s ensemble, complete with
denim, giant earrings and enough
hair spray to make a New Jerseyite
proud. She gleefully said of the
party, "This is the most totally radical party I've been to!" The party
atmospherecombined with her California background had humorously
slammed her diction back to 1983.
Her friend Robin Torbeck, also a
sophomore, was in similar spirits
when she gushed, "Oh my god, gag
me with a spoon, this is so totally
cool!" These young ladies were just
a few of the many who looked as
though they had once been great
fans of the TV show "Growing
Pains" and rubber bracelets with
lace gloves.
The music obviously struck a
familiar chord with many of the
party-goers. The '80s is a. unique
decade for most students—we were
not old enough to be full social participants, but still have fleeting elementary and junior high school
memories of what was cool at the
time . So when the greatest songs of
the decade poured out of the Student Union, there was a pulse of
recognition that ran through the
crowd, increasing the excitement of
rediscovering songs that,,while not
played as much today, are still an
prominent part of our musical subconscious.
The '80s party was arguably the
best the Student Association (StuA) has offered this year. Instead of
the same old dance tracks, students
received a dose of music that they
may not have heard in some time.
The real lesson is to save all of the
good CD's from the '90s for the '90s
parties that will, undoubtedly, be
going on in the next millennium.Q

Dana Robinson
brings style to the
Coffeehouse
style added a unique quality to his
BY DEAN HENRY
play i ng, and allowed viewers to
become more engaged.
Staff Writer
"I saw other people playing and
The Coffeehouse played host to performing at different concerts.
singer/songwriter Dana Robinson They were doing what I loved to do,
last Thursday night, the latest of a and getting paid for it. So I thought
host of musicians to visit the venue that I would give music a try," said
this year. His metaphorical lyrics, Robinson.
The concert had a moderate turnraspy voice and guitar-tappingbeats
both entertained and captured the out with a very relaxed atmosphere.
Robinson played all original songs
imagination of all in attendance.
"I play contemporary folk mu- with titles ranging from "Coyote
sic. The onl y difference between H ey," a song about how some
pop, rock and folkmusic is that both people like to cause major problems
pop and rock use electricity," said to illustra te a point, to "Lazy June."
Robinson, whose style and voice Robinson also explained his love of
imagination. He named his imagiechoed of Cat Stevens.
His voice was raspy smooth,and nation "Saddle," and said that
his guitar style was complicated Saddle was always a safe person to
with emphasis on dominant base talk to, and a retreat from the rest of
lines. The rhythm of his music, the world.
According to Robinson, many
which provided its foundation,
sounded as if Robinson was accom- different types of music influence
panied by a drummer. This skillful hi8«n,iqqe;sjtyleK such as "Appejl f>

Album Reviews
BY CHRISTOPHER DACUS
Contributing Writer

may excludemost ofthe Colby audience,but at least
they have hot changed their music just to get our
mone%.

Three Mile Limit
DC
Talk
Atfirst glance,the titleof DC Talk'slatest album,
Three Mile Limit i$ one of the few groups that man-

"Jesus Freak/'may seem to be a slur to the Christian agestoacWeveafu_l,cohesive,spatial sound withoutthe
religion,but to thisgroup it is self descriptive. They heavy studio engineering that many bands require.
have long been a staple of many Protestant teenag- "Boating Off Somewhere Else" is their new album and
ers,but like many otherrellgious artists DC Talkhas it happily blends a folk acoustic texture with impasstepped into the secular spotlight. Christian band sioned lyrics that have a modern sense of urgency.
The album, as a whole,
Jars of Clay has managed
seems like it could have been
toreceiveregularradioplay
recorded at an impromptu
and a video on MTV,-but it
acoustic coffeehouse perforremains tobeseen whether
mance. The songs are perDC Talk can follow in their
footsteps.
formed entirely without afIt is doubtful whether
fectation and, taken as a
"Jesus Freak"will carry DC
whole, have a driven, yet
Talk to such fame as Jars of
reminiscent quality. This is
Clay. Unlike most successduein paitto the guitar which
ful Christian bands, they
workhard, but clo not overdo not attempt to veil the
power/as is so Often the case
heavily religious aspect of
with- other albums! Most of
their music.Most of the lyrthe sphgs cover theusual stibics are a bit heavy handed
jectsof Romanceand romance
in their religious thrust.
gone- bad ;with ai degree of
This, combined with the
disehchatitoentthrbwnmfdr
bandsoverlyself Conscious
goodmeasure.Theniostmelsense of being alternative,
ancholysong oh the alburn is
/ _Mo3%'_ which deals with the
gives the album a feelingof
beingan anachronismin its
pitfalls of romanceand' life.
own time. The lyrics are
However, the lyrics'are very
highlyesoteric,sowhileperhaps meaningful to more clever and avoid sounding shJoejky and .instead are
fundamentalist listeners, they arelost on mo_ t audi- simple and plaintive. The "song""Hysterical Bliss"
'
'
''
ences.
hardly has the feel of bliss,but instead resonates with
The lyrics could be overlooked if the band's mu- the sorrow of loss. "A Thoiisand Tim&s Good-bye" is
sic was more original. However,like many younger the most folksy sounding song 6n: the album,but the
bands, DC Talk borrows heavily from more estab- lyrical style is a remifiderthat the music: is current
lished popular bands. The titlesong, "Jesus Freak,"
The group may owe a very small percent of their
sounds suspiciously like Nirvana warmed over; if musicto groups such as Simon and Garfunkel,but the
this were the pattern for,the
sound is certainly that o f t h e
entire album the title cbiitd
nineties. If the guitars were
have been,"SmellslikeHoly
electric,and they were much
Spirit."; Conversely, "Belouder,the group could pass
tween You and Me," profor an alternative bandf playduced a sound similar to
ing in a club, like an earl y
Seal on a bad day. The first
Bush. This group, however,
track, "So Help Me God /
has such a folksy feel that ii
was a shade more original,
hard to imagine them thrashbut Bryan Adams was aping aclub.The group'ssound
parently one of their teen
suffers some from the overly
idols also. Rap even creeps
incon solable tone th at ban ds
into a few of the songs. There
composed of young musiis no real way to describe
cians usually show. To listen
the overall sound quality,
to many such bands often
mostly because the album
brings on the need for a few
lacked any sortconsistency.
prozac doses,but Three Mile
At times it is hard to believe
Limit escapes this by a fa ir
that the same group permargin.
Floating Off Somewhere Else by
forming all of the songs.
Anyone who wishes to
From this album it is Three Mile Limit
see Three Mile Limit, which
clear that DC Talk will remain a group that sells showcases the talents of two Colby students, Mike
mostly to religious audiences. While their music Lawrence '97 an d Pa t Doyle '97, for th emselves can
may be narrowly targeted and exclude the general check them out at the Spa on Sat urday, November 2.
rock audience, it is hard not to respect their desire to Their album canbe purchased from Doyle or Lawrence
remain true to what they are. Artists such as Amy and is also ava il able a t Record Connect ion an d The
Grant realized that they were not going to make as Music Gallery.Q
much money unless they changed their music, so the
lyr
ics changed and the record saleswent up. DC Talk

Jes us Freak by DC Talk

tion Old Time," and many other
traditional styles. "I really respect
grea t guitar players su ch as Norman
Blake," said Robinson.
Robinson 's lyrics described
m a ny different aspects of the natural world. When asked if he had a
message which he was trying to
convey through his music, Robinson
replied, "I want people to be connected to their history, and the natural world around them."
Robinson had an extremel y
smooth performance,and ho accompanied his songs with entertaining
and sometimes comical stories. He
was anoth er great musician brought
to Colby th rough the Coffeehouse.
Echo photo by Kristina Smith
Upcoming events at the Coffeehouse Dana Robinson plays with emotion during his Coffeehouse
¦¦ ¦' ¦' ' '
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The Adams F amily

thor would go so far as to say if s
BY ERIN DUGGAN &
one of her top 10 finalists in the allJEN ATWOOD
around competition.
PILSNER: If you tried the ale
Once upon a time, three long and it was too much, don't give up
years ago, we used to order Busch and drown your sorrows in a case of
Light bar bottles adn they were de- Beast Lite. Sam Adams Golden Pillivered to our dorm room. A lot has sner is the gourmet alternative for
changed since then. The trustees the nof-quite-ready-for-real-beer
may have given us guidelines as to imbiber. This is something to give
where we can drink, but they still to your 16-year-old brother (if you
don't provide any education as to were in France, where it would be
what we should drink. Whafs a 21- legal, of course). Jokes aside, this
year-old freshman to do but head light colored beer goes down easy
for the nearest keg party, inevitably and could be the first step towards
serving Nasty Lite?
an appreciation for beer darker than
As seniors who have had to learn lemonade. Sam Adams doesn't
¦_l _i__ iii. _r__n_ make a bad beer
the hard way
which beer is
— what sepaactually worth
rates this pilsner
waiting in line
from
many
for, we'd like to
other light coltake
this
ored beers is
oppourtuhity to
that it actually
turn our sufferhas taste.
ing into a teachLAGER:
able moment. So
The lager is the
clip this out and
quintessential
memorize the
Sam Adams
essentials - you
beer — it has a
will be tested on
distinct taste,
this information Sam Adams Boston
full bodied flatime and time Ale...ahhh!
vor and we'd
agam.
say if you don't
Similar to the four major food like this, don't consider yourself a
groups, each an important part of true American beer drinker just yet.
the food pyramid,there are five gen- Lagers are clear and bright, and the
eral categories under the umbrella inclusion of dark malts separates
term "beer." To help illustrate their them from American standards like
finer distinctions, we called upon Budweiser and . Coors. The bitterthe renowned reyolnti<on^rypatriot nes§|reminds^ypu that youJ're not
and brewer Samuel Adams who, just drinking a beer, you're partaklike most Colby students,hails from ing in a tradition our forefathers
just outside the Boston area.
would be proud of. Sam Adams
In order to truly understand the Boston Lager is versatile,and can be
differences between,say, a lager and had before, during, or after almost
a stout, the true beer connoisseur any meal. This beer gets the top 10
must first familiarize her /himself vote from the other author.
with the key ingredients. Let's bePORTER: Contrary to it's name,
gin....
the Sam Adams Honey Porter won't
Ingredients: Water, hops, yeast be attracting any bees. A good sceand grains. (Disclaimer: don't try nario for drinking H.P. -you're in a
making this at home if you're under dark pub, it's damp and cold, and
21).
you've lost your job and your cat in
Water: come on.
the same afternoon. You have two
Hops: A member of the quid and need something to drown
ca nna binaceae family and a distant your sorrows in, something about
cousin of cannabis, hops contrib- as bitter as you feel. That's when it's
utes bitterness, aroma and flavor to porter time. Don't get us wrong, we
beer. Also acts as a natural preser- actually really like the honey porvative.
ter, but, like a scotch on the rocks, it
Yeast: There are two major types has its time and place. One of the
of yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisia and more sophisticated beers in the
Saccharomyces iivarum (do we get Adams family, this is not recomscience credit for using these mended for rookies.
terms?). Cerevisia is used in ales,
STOUT: A meal in a bottle, stout
and gives them their fruity aromas. is porter's big brother. The Sam
It also reducesbuttery taste. Uvarum Adams Cream Stout can be likened
is used in lagers and works best at to Ovaltine,but even in England it's
lower tempera tures. It produces a rare to see kids swilling them on the
cleaner beer with very little "off fla- way to school. The term "soothing
vor. "
comfort food" came to mind as we
Grains: The two most common sank deep into to the roasted
grains in the malting process are chocola ley/coffee bliss. Stouts are
barley (which makes lagers and pil- lasted , not gulped , and never
sners) and wheat (found in darker chugged. When you learn to love a
beers, like stouts). The malting of good, warm, dark pint of stou t , y ou
grains contributes to both the bod y have reached the pinnacle of your
and alcohol level.
beer drinking career.
ALE: For the novice taster, we
We hope these brief explanations
recommend starting with the Sam have at least shed a little light on the
Adams Boston Ale, available at fine beer path infrequentl y traveled at
beer distributors across the city of Colby. With diversity such a hot
Waterville. Ales are traditionally less issue on campus, wh y not try somemalty, easy to drink, have fru ity thing different? A lager, perhaps...
taste and are light or medium in Bottoms UplO
color. American ales are also high in
N6xt Week: Things get fruity as
h ops (see above) and Sam's has a
Case Studies investigates the beer
n *ce, almost buttery overtone, ty's
•
dr
inker's alternative to daiquiris.
hard not to like this beer - one au•* i&A"*it '. *¦ "Vvi .;;vV' -;V)V,n ui' c .>«

Piano and Clarinet team up x
BY LARRY BENESH
Staff Writer

Two members of the Colby applied music faculty performed last
Sunday afternoon October 27 in the
chapel as part of the 1996-97 Music
at Colb y Series. Pianist Cheryl
Tschanz and clarinetist Karen
Beacham played four pieces,including the debut of an original composition by Associate Professor of
Music Jonathan Hallstrom.
Ms. Beacham is principal clarinet with the Maine Chamber Orchestra and also performs with the
Portland Symphony Orchestra.
Ms. Tschanz made her major orchestral debut at age eleven with
the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, and was the first reci pient of
the prestigious Thayer Fellowship
of the Arts .
The concert began with SaintSaens'"Sonatefor Clarinet and Piano,
Op. 167." The first movement was
an Alegretto that started with a
simple melody on the clarinet, but
the piano soon added hints of darkness. The clarinet followed the
darker strain and the tempo quickened with a flourish of quicker notes
before the slower sadder finish. The
third movement Lento had a touch
of the sinister in its deep and low
sounds at the start. The last movement Molto Allegro changed the
tone to higher pitches and quick
scales, and its end recalled the beginning melody.
Johannes Brahams' "Sonata for the
Clarinet and Piano in E f lat, Op. 120"
was the second piece played. Ms.

Cheryl Tschanz and Karen Bencham

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

Tschanz and Ms. Beacham handled
the piece'smany diversemoods well.
Both musicians played with emotion. Ms. Beacham was a swaying
animated player. Ms. Tschanz's facial expressions gave clues to the
music's meanings.
After a short intermission, the
two performed Carl Maria von
Weber's "Grand Duo Concertant, Op.
48." The first movement Allegro con
fuoco began with a series of fast falling scales,and Allegro conmoto was
at times painful in its beauty and
theme. The final movement Allegro
Rondo brought the listeners back to
a brighter world,and therewere spinning scales in a fancy finish.
Ms.Tschanz madeeven the subtle
moments sound simple. Ms.
Beacham was graceful on the longer
and low notes, but her strength was
perhaps in the quick passages and
higher registers.
Mr. Hallstrom introduced his

piece "Eyeing the Precipice " as "pushing the envelope." Ms.' Beacham
made use of both an electronic wind
instrument and an analog clarinet,
and Ms. Tschanz performed on the
keyboard. All the instruments were
filtered through a computer and effects were added electronically.
The second movement Otobe
seemed to be the most successful
moment. The keyboard made percussion-like sounds and the clarinet
became more melodic.The effect was
somethingthat might have been used
in a suspense movie soundtrack. The
third movement Freefall II was almost jazzy, but some higher notes
turned almost screech-like. To this
listener, technology did not enhance
the melody. Mr. Hallstrom's experimentalism could be applauded, although a concert with a Brahams
sonata was perhaps not the ideal
setting for a debut of "Eyeing the
Precip ice." Q

(Jeffrey Wri ght) as an eccentric but
congenial graffiti artist who dabbles
in punk and pop art. We see his
interaction with hisfriend and sometimes video pioneer Benney Dalmau
(Benicio Del Toro) and the coked up
relationship they share. Basquiat's
relationship, however,is more complex than this, and even at this early
stage of the film we feel a lack of
depth.
The same is true when he meets
his first true love, Gina Cardinale
(Claire Forlani), a waitress at the
corner restaurant which Basquiat
frequents. Their relationship, without question, must have impacted
heavily on Basquiat's life,but there
is little dramatic interpersonal dialogue to show what is actuall y happening in Basquiat' s mind. Of
course, there is never certainty in
such projections, but more could
have been developed in this and
many other of his relationships.
The film continues to trace
Basquiat's life from this point to his
success in New York and European
art circles, and it does do a very
good job of por tray ing the conflicted
ways which Basquiat felt toward
the vastly whiteworld he had broken into. One of the major issues
with which Basquiat struggled was
the issue of race; it permeated every
facet of his life, and through a partiall y fictitious interview with Christopher Walken , writer Schnabel
gives a comprehensive overview of
Basquiat's frustration with being
considered a "black artist" as opposed to simply an artist.
Schnabel uses other scenes, such
as a moment when Basquiat cannot
hail a cab and must ask his white
girlfriend to get 'one; and another

scene where Basquiat is ridiculed in
a high-class Italian restaurant by a
table of well dressed white males.
All of these scenes involve us in
Basquiat's anger and, in this way,
the movie certainly exp lains some
of the motivation Basquiat had to
paint.
Another angle which the film
tackles well is Basquiat's relationship with pop artist Andy Warhol
(played exquisitely and hilariously
by David Bowie). Here also the race
factor, as well as the age and class
factor, became an issue. The popular press questioned the relationship between the; two men, and
Warhol's flakiness also made for
difficulties in communication. Ultimatel y, at the time of Warhol's
dea th, the two were barely speaking, and the unresolved issues of
their relationshi p haunted Basquiat
greatly in the last years of his life.
"Basquiat" does a good job of
showing us the superficial events
which affected the artist's life and
the course of his work, but we never
really get to know who Basquiat
himself is. At times, the movie leaves
us asking for more of his own
thought. Even so, there is still a great
entertaining flare in "Basquiat," and
the acting fro m those men tioned
and others (Willem Dafoe, Parker
Posey and Dennis Hopper among
others) make "Basquiat" entirel y
worth watching. Although scopic,
this is still a very good biographical
piece, and shouldn't be missed.
"Basquiat" is directed by Julian
Schnabel, is rated R, and will be
showing at Railroad Square Cinema from November 1 to November 7.Q

Mfe of a bla ck artist celebra t ed in
Basquia t
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

Striking a balance between accuracy and entertainment is always
a major challenge for any biographical film . In "Basquiat," writer/director Julian Schnabel has created a
film meant to encompass and communicate the life of the late artist
Jea n Michel Basquiat, rather than
literally display it. The consequence
of this film-making strategy is a
movie that involves a mesh of actual people and composite characters, as well as both actual and fictitious events. The result is an entertaining movie that traces his life
fairly comprehensivel y, although at
times it feels as though the complexity of Jean Michel Basquiat is
sacrificed to make to the movie flow
and fit the entertainment requirements a little more strictly. There
are moments in "Basquiat" where
the expla na tion is sacrificed for m ore
action, but these instances do not
sink the movie by any means, and it
definitel y delivers an entertaining
and generally satisf y ing story of the
greatest artist of the 1980s.
"Basquiat " begins with an interesting credits sequence which shows
the artist's early exposure to art with
his mother. It then shifts directl y to
Basquiatin his early twenties in 1981.
We find Basquiat living in a cardboard box in Thompson Square
Park, New York City, As he walks
down the street, the voice-over of
his sometimes friend Rene Ricard
(Michael Wincott) introduces some
social commentary directl y relevan t
to the path which Basquiat's life
took. We're introduced'to Basqruiat
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-FOOTBALL, continued f r ompage 20
'97 and Glenn Forger '97 each had interceptions.
Jon Parker '97 was the undisputed winner of the "Most Deserving of a
Nap on the Ride Home" award. He pulled double duty that even Deion
Sanders would be envious of, playing in a total of 102 plays. Parker
finished with nine tackles and a sack from his linebacker position,and also
caught two passes for 40 yards as a tight end.
Austin said Colby's kicking game was effective as well. Marc Sinclair
'97 returned two punts and three kickoffs for a total of 106 yards, and
Deshaw was successful on all four of his extra point attempts.
The win completes the first leg of the CBB Championship for the Mules,
and they will play for the title in two weeks when Bowdoin comes to
Mayflower Hill for the final game of the season. "It's nice to put that in the
'' closet and once again put ourselves in the position to play for the championship," said Austin.
But first things first. This Saturday, Colby travels to Medford,Mass. to
take on Tufts. The Mules have enjoyed recent success against the Jumbos,
winning 33-6 a year ago. The two teams currently sport identical 1-5
records, and Tufts also defeated Bates for its only win.
"[The winj gives us a surge going into the last couple weeks of the
season," said Austin. "If s important for us to grow from this experience."Q

4V&Zi~$\ l t f i f Tr< _P_
There are hundreds
of America ninte rna t ional schools aroun d the world
seeking graduating seniors and recent graduates to fill teaching or teacher-intern positions for
September ,. 997. SEARCH
ASSOCIATES has recently placed tho usands of candidates in such pos itions.
These schools closel y resemble outstanding U.S. public and Independent school s,
with strong college prep programs , high
aca demic st an dar ds, mot ivat ed and well
behaved students as well as very suppor tive parents. SEARCH ASSOCIATES WILL
HOLD AN INFORMATION WORKSHO P
AT THE CAMBRIDGE HYATT REGENCY
HO TEL, 575 MEMORIAL DR., ON
SATURDAY, 2 NOVEMBER AT 2 PM
SHARP and will spend the next 3 days
interviewin g. Interested person s should
attend the November 2 workshop and Interviews AND/OR send a resume and S.A.S.E.
to:
SEARCH ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box
636, Dallas, PA 18612

Railroad Square • Waterville
872-913S

BIG NIGHT

R Starts Friday—5:10, 7: 15. 9:20 Also Sal/Sun at 1:00, 3:05

BASQUIAT

R Sum Friday-5:00 , 7:05,9:10 Aim Sal/Sun at 12:40. 2:35
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and play baseball,"said Deshaw. "I
was really impressed with the football program and the attitude that
the coaches have towards athletics
and education."
"Most importantly, I wanted to
go to a school as an unknown and
build a new career again. I wanted
to see if I could battle."
. During his first year on campus,
Jerrod wastheMules'starting placekicker but bisraw athletic skill had
not escaped the eyes Head Coach
Tom Austin and Receivers Coach
Dick McGee.
"Kicking doesn't take up too
much time in practice so [the
coaches] put me in on some receivers'drills late in my freshman year,"
said Deshaw. "Coach McGee stuck
me in there and said, 'do it'. He's
always had confidence that I could
do it."
"I started running some scout
team plays and at the end of my
freshman year I had made some
good catches in practice here and
there," said Deshaw.
Notmany men possess thephysical skills and the intestinal fortitude
required to walk away from a sport

New professional MA. in
International Affairs or
Interamerican Studies
prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
C. environmental studies
__ public health
0 government
O international
organizations
0 international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic
skills from economics and. '
the social sciences.
Complete this intensive
multi-disciplinary degree
in* 12-to ' 15 months, while :
living in a fascinating
international city.
Freedetails::Contact our
A(^rnissjipn,s;S^cretary. -
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DESHAW
, continued f r om pa ge 20

where they had found so much success and simply,begin a new career
at the college level. Soccer was no
longer a part of Deshaw's life. That
chapter was over. Still, the decision
to quit soccer and try his hand on
the gridiron was not all that easy.
'To give up something you do
fairly well is not very easy," said
Deshaw. "As a matter of fact,it was
pretty scary, but I stand by my decision. The game of football and the
coaching staff have taught me to be
a person rather than just an athlete."
Football has given Deshaw
something that he felt he had lost
even with all of his success on the
soccer f ield -desire and determination.
"Football gaveme the work ethic
that I„lost because I got lazy with
soccer/' 'said' Deshaw; "k wasn't
working as hard and the new challenge made me work that much

harder," said Deshaw.
Since coming to Colby in the fall
of 1993, Jerrod Dieshaw has been a
standout on both the football and
baseball tearii. He is in his second
year as a first-string wide receiver
and has been a starter for each of his
three years on the baseball team,
playing first base and right field.;
Last season he was named Most
Valuable Player for his vyprk on the
baseball diamond and is approaching the milestone of 100 hits for his
career. On the gridiron he is Colby's
second leading receiver this year,
behind Chris Sheehan'99.
Deshaw gave up something
which came easy to him and has
worked hard to become a valuable
member of the football team. In a
time when complacency is so commOn;Deshaw'sOutlook on sports in
refreshing,Q
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A very Foxy perfo rmance
BY GALEN CARR

Echo p ho to by J ennifer Atwood

Kini Cheah '99 and Jessie
" ; As the' t:op seeded doubles pair from the women's tennis team,
Cheah arid Anderson traveled to Memphis, Tenn. to compete at the
Rolex 'Nationals as this year's New England Division III Doubles
Champions. Cheah and Anderson defeated pairs from Trinity University (Texas) and Carnegie-Mellon (Penn), while dropping a match to a
dub from Skidmore,earning them third place overall in the tournament
and therefore a national ranking of third as well. Cheah also competed
inthe singles tournament at Nationals arid came away with a Division
III singles tennis national ranking of sevenths
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The Colby men's soccfflfeam squared
off with arch-rival Bowdoin
Bears
to
2-0aslead on consecuCollege last Wednesdayjajsajumped out
in thea quick
the tone for the
half
first
tive goals by Melearidej ^P&oming
Meleander
was
set.
also
Mules' easy victory j ^^^ffl^ftlar
Bowdoin
3-(Lg$|
assisted on the third go^^^ffi^kdefeated
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During this past we^endrSK^^^g^^PM|^iPat Williams,
Pat terson's.time of 19:18 helpec-^^^ffl^M^^S^^mi ish overall.

Don Gage '99

usually after an out had been made.
This ridiculous timing was a blatant
Sports Editor
disruption of the drama and tenIf anyone noticed, the New York sion of the game, in addition to the
Yankees won the World Series in six fact that if you wanted to see what
games over the Atlanta Braves last happened next, you actuall y had to
Saturday night. Iri all its glory as a watch the ad , I don't know about
wonderfully competitive series of you, but when I'm watching the
baseball between two great teams, . most important game of the season
this series was almost in danger of arid the second out has just been
doing two things to its [viewers: ren- recorded, there is a guy on third,
dering them entirely apathetic to and I'm sitting on the edge of the
Fox, the television network the Se- couch biting my nails, the last thing
ries was broadcast on, and making I want to see is a promotion for
some show that I am never going to
them really nauseous.
watch.
In fact, just because Fox did
realized,
and
In case you hadn't
you are not very observant if you that,I'm reall y never going to watch
hadn't, the 1996 World Series was it.
So, now that you know that
broadcast on Fox this year, all six
glorious games of it. Unfortunatel y there's some new show that looks
for those of us who turned on the suspiciously like the ""X-Files"
television with the sole intent of (which by the way has moved to
enjoying the aura and tension that Sunday night), you figure that you
comes hand-in-hand with theWorld can get back to concentrating on the
Series, we were constantly bom- game you've been waiting all seabarded With a continual shower of son to see. Au contraire. Just when
inconsiderate self promotion and you thought things were normal as
other stupid antics by the Fox net- Fred McGriff takes a slider for a
called strike, the cameraman pans
work.
Normally, I just sit back and ac- the stands and somehow finds actor
cept the fact that I'm going to see a Malik Yoba of Fox's hit show, "New
few ads here and there between in- York: Undercover." Yoba is in the
nings of a baseball game, but Fox's stands dramaticall y eating a
blatant promotion of their new se- ballpark wiener. Great, just what I
ries "Millennium," among other needed. Then,if that wasn't enough
things, like the fatt that "X-Files" is to gross me out, after the next pitch,
moving to Sunday night (oh boy!), he quickly finds Beverly Hills
was downright ridiculous. Before 90210' s (also shown on Fox) Brian
this year's Series, I thought that the Austin Green,.who was- minding
uhiyer'sal understanding between his: dwim business. .However/^nce
sports fans and the networks that he is under the spotlight, he starts
serve them was that innocent view- flashing that maderfor-TV 90210
ers would only be subjected to ad- siriile. Boy, what I want to know is>
vertisements between innings of the how did Fox find those people that
baseball game. That way, you knew star in their own shows among a
when the ad was coining and you boisterous crowd of over 50,000
could just go grab a beer or some- crazed Yankee fans? They must have
thing while some cowboy and his some damn, attentive cameramen.
buddy hop into their Chevy truck to Think there's some sort of gross selfthe comforting wallow of Bob Seger. promotion taking place here? If you
Instead, Fox decided that it was don't, just stop reading. I wonder
okay to throw in a promotion d uring what Fox's announcers thought as
the inning for "Millennium," or the they realized that they weren't com"X-Files,"(complete with a preview mentators for a baseball game but
you had already seen six times), rather for a flamboyant paparazzi

***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of student representitives
are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America's #1 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call
Now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
90-BREAK!
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Trailing 21-0 midway through the third
<?u^MiM^tes College, the
three
Colby football team jumped on the broad should$ ||H|his sophomore
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants .&
schorarships is now available. All students
are eligible. Let us help. For more info ,call:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50693
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rnake.us EGAG bound/' said Holsten.
Ainiheristisranked third in the ECAC and head-_o-head the two teams
are ltl-1 over the last three years. Amherst "is strong defensively" and !
"is a gbod'matchup/' according to Holsten.
. i;
be
pit
H#yiij ga w^pk tjhjsweek will chicial fp^Colby/ allowing them
a;light workout Monday and the day off on Tuesday to get healthyand:
loosen up. If the team does Ipse to or tie theijCprdj effs, they will still„b6.
in consideration for postseason play by tfe judgment of committee;
to be the biggest bf
however, there's noddiibtitlh&i^ ..7
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Speaking of Fox's announcers,
let'sjust say that none of them are as
good as Bob Costas; especially exbaseball-utility-specialist-dumbjock-with -a-good-voice Steve
Lyons. An example of Lyons' postgame interviewing technique:
Steve: "Hey Bernie [Williams], .
that was a, ah, you know, a, ah,
pretty sweet catch you made in the
seventh inning."
Bernie:"Thanks Steve,you know
I was just trying to do my best to
keep the team in the game. And
actually, I made that catch in the
sixth inning."
Steve: "Oh, yeah. Hey okay!
(Looks at his clipboard for next question but can't find any). Thanks a lot
Bernie, hope you guys can put this
thing outta reach in a couple a days
and send those tomahawkin'losers
back to Atlanta. Oh, by the way, is
that chick you winked at in the
stands your lady or what?"
Bernie: "Ha ha." (Laughs to humor Steve and then looks away
thinking: "who -is ¦ this idiot?" then
says half seriously:) "Get outta
here."
Steve (obviously excited about
the camaraderie he thinks he has
with Bernie):"All right! Hey,Bernie,
catch ya later! You guys rock!Hey
back to you guys, up there ini that
Stupid booth!"
So, aside from other minor annoyances, I basically Jthought that
the way Fox handled such an important event as the World Series
was downright lousy. As a matter
of fact, if I'm giving a grade for
Fox's overall performance in
broadcasting the World Series for
some highly regarded television
review, and I'm not, I would give
ita "C-." ' A "C-"? That's all? Why not an
"F" hands-down-no-questionsasked? Hey, not counting everything I didn't, like about how Fox
broadcast the Series (and factoring
in grade inflatiion), they did a pretty
nice job. Q
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CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Travel the world
while earning anexcellent income inthe Cruise • .
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Word Perfect Secretarial Service, 3 China
Road, Winslow, ME offers typing/word processing on laser quality printing at reasonable rates. Will do term papers,theses,etc.
Call Gloria Veilleux at 872-5031 any time.

SPRING BREAK '97
FROM A LEADER TOMEADER!
WORK WITH SST AND Tr$\VEL FREE!!
THE OPPORTUNITIES APEENDLESS!
CASH!TRAVELt;f*!JfES!
JAMAICA,CANCUN,BAJfHfi^S, FLORIDA,
PADRESv^? FREEE INFO:SUNSPLASH 1-800-426-7710
OR VISIT WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013 or h_tp _//www.icp txom
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Does Nike rule th e world?
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

Echo photo by Kristina Smith
Robin Ackley '00 fights University of Southern Maine pla yer
f o r control ofthe ball.

Field hockey slips into
doldrums as Mules
drop four straight
BY DOUGLAS HEFFER
Staff Writer

The Colby women's field
hockey team headed into their last
week of the season with a disappointing overall record of 2-10.
Over the past several weeks the
Mules have faced Gordon College, Plymouth State, the University of Southern Maine and Bates.
The second-to-last game of the
season saw the Mules face
Bowdoin this past Tuesday, and
Colby will square off against
Amherst on Saturday.
Two weeks ago, the Mules experienced one of the few highs
they've had this year with their
second victory of the season; a 30 win over Gordon College.
"It was a great win," said tricaptain Erika Ayers '98. "We reall y played together as a team,
„ and it snowed."
Coming off this win , the
women had hi gh expectations for
their next two matches. However,
the Mules suffered consecutive
losses to Springfield College, 2-0,
and Plymouth State, 4-3.
Despite these upsets , the
Mules were still motivated to take
on the University of Southern
Maine. Marred by controversial
officiating, the game evolved into
a nail biter as Colby found itself
on the short end of a 2-1 loss in
double overtime.
"I hate to blame a game on the
officials , but we were reall y
robbed ," said Ayers.
Colby had two goals taken
away from them as the supposed
game winning goal for the Mules
in the second overtime turned out
to be illegal.
"We were hampered by bad
calls," said Head Coach Heidi
Godomsky. "We just didn't have
any luck on our side."
Although Colby lost in the end,
it was probabl y their most im' pressive game of the season. The
Mules outshot the Huskies 40-22
and Diane Linenbroker '00 scored
their lone goal.
"I was t rul y pleased with the
ga me al t houg h w e lost / " said
Godomsky. " It wa s t he f irst game
. w h ere everyone was focuse d w ith
,,

the goal of winning in their
heads."
"We played out of our minds,"
said tri-captain Betsy Metcalfe '98.
"I'd rate it as one of our best games
this season."
Coming off the disappointing
loss to USM, the Mules were upset by Bates College, 2-0. Historically, Bates has been one of the
easier games for Colby. However, but that was not the case
this season.
"Player for player, Colby was
b y far the better team, but from
the first whistle Bates wanted it
more," said Godomsky.
"It was really a slap in the
face," said Ayers. "We were the
better ball club but they just
wanted it more than we did."
Colby was set to face a 9-3
Bowdoin squad on Tuesday.
Bowdoin was ranked fifth in the
Northeast for Division III teams
in an October 15 poll.
"It's going to be a pretty intense game; it always is," said
Godomsky. "We really need to be
mentally prepared or else they
could just walk all over us."
Colb y is scheduled to face
Amherst on Saturday for their final game of the season. Amherst
boasts a 9-2 record and is currently ranked second in the northeast. "We are really capable of
beating Amherst and ending the
season on a strong note," said
Godomsk y.Q

It's the seventh game of the
NBA Finals and Michael Jordan is
in the process of leading his Bulls
to their second straight Championship. He receives the ball at half
court with three seconds left and
lets one fly at the top of the key.
Nothing but net. After all, it's Jordan.
"Swish!" roars Marv Albert
as the ball falls through and the
Bulls mob Jordan to celebrate
their one point victory.
"Ohh,I mean Swoosh," Albert
says sheepishly. "That Championship winning basket and all
other baskets in this game were
brought to you by Nike. Remember,where there's a swish,there's
a Swoosh."
Thanks for reminding us,
Marv. Somehow we had a feeling
that Nike made some sort of deal
with the NBA, and NBC and
whoever else would display their
trademark which looks like a
simple check mark struggling to
lose 160 pounds to millions of
potential shoe owners.
When David Stern presented
the trophy to the Bulls' Head
Coach Phil Jackson, the golden
basketball that used to sit on top
had been replaced by the Swoosh.
It seemed harmless enough, especially since Nike paid the NBA
$20 million for the minor alteration. Unfortunately, during the
postgame celebration , Dennis
Rodman mistook the odd look-

10 million little kids take up golf
and insist on having a Swoosh
hat before they find out that a
pitching wedge isn't something
you use to scuff a baseball.
Is there any harm done? Possibly. Many complained about the
problems associated with the Atlanta Olympics and the tasteless
commercialism that surrounded
it. Yet the Olympics are more
about competition and tradition
than today's professional sports
are, so the increase in commercialism has had less of an effect.
Besides, some of this garbage
is downright comical. USAir
Arena? The Sunkist Orange
Bowl? One of the all time funniest moments in sports was hearing Al Michaels say "Diet Pepsi:
you've got the right one baby,
uh-huh" during the Superbowl
several years back. If it's good for
a laugh, keep it.
And let's not forget about the
ever important television commercials. Many times they provide better entertainment than
the games. In the Superblowouts
of the past, I stayed tuned far
after the actual game was decided
to see who would win .the critical
Bud Bowl.Now there's a game.
So sure,endorsements and advertisements have gotten out of
hand. But then again, insanity is
everywhere in the sports world
these days. In fact, I heard that
just this past weekend, the New
York Jets actually won a football
game. Will this craziness ever
stop?Q

Men's cross country 's cramped af
NESCAC's as.Mules finish eighth
BY KEISTEN NORTH

hot his finest race of the season.
Staff Writer
"Pat had a bad race," said
Goethals. "He had really bad abIf you had to sum up the men's dominal cramping so he didn't do
cross country team's performance so well."
at NESCACs this past weekend in
Wilson Everhart '99 finished
a single word, what would that next on the team in 44th place.
word be? "Flat,"according to Head "Wilson had the best race out of all
Coach Jefferson Goethals.
of us," said Winkley. "It has taken
The men placed eighth out of him a while to get in shape this
eleven teams, a somewhat unex- ye ar , but now he is looking really
pected finish for the mules. "We strong."
Winkley was the next Colby
placed 30 points behind Wesleyan
and we had hoped to beat them," runner to finish the five mile course
said co-captain Christian Winkley followed by Tom Dulon g '00,Chris
'97. "We were hoping to do better Fra2ier '99, Pete Gulesian '99 and
than that."
Tim Foley '00.
Although co-captain Pat
"No one had a really great
Fournier '98 still had the best fin- race," said Winkley, "The course
ish among the other Colby com- was really tough. There were lots
petitors (30th p lace overall), it was of hills, so our times were slow."

Get off the Hill for a home-cooked breakfast at

DINER
BONNIE'S
's Famous Homemade Coffee Cake- $1.25
Bonnie

ing trophy for the game's referee,
and the pointy end of the solid
gold Swoosh stuck in his forehead
when he tried to head-butfit.
Nike convinced Jordan to officiall y change his son's name to
"Air" in an attempt to push shoes
for the under 10 age group. Aside
from the millions Nike paid papa
Jordan for the change, they also
agreed to pay for all psychological
counseling that the younger Air
Jordan may need in the course of
his lifetime from the obvious abuse
he will receive from his peers. Who
cares who his Dad is. The kid is
named after a smelly shoe.
This scenario may be a bit of an
exaggeration, but it remains obvious that the importance of endorsements has grown tremendously in
the past decade. Simply put, athletes today have become human
billboards.
Tiger Woods is the biggest
name in sports right now, and a
picture of him without the Swoosh
displayed prominently somewhere on his bod y is harder to
find than a plain bagel in Dana.
Woods and his happy little emblem laughed all the way to the
bank, raking in $60 million on the
Nike deal alone. Is this insanity?
Well, maybe. It's sports in the
'90s. That means money, and lots
of it.
Obviously, the companies who
are shelling out these enormous
sums expect to benefit from the
exposure they receive. In turn,
Nike will laugh all the way to the
bank right along side Woods when

Colby Special

"[This weekend] wasn't a disaster,but no one had an outstanding race," said Goethals. "But
given the training we've been doing, we're tired and we're in a
resting mode. We just didn't have
our best day and we can run
faster."
And rest they should because
in less than two weeks the Mules
will compete in the final meet of
the season, the New England Division III championships at
Westfield State where the top two
teams and the top ten individual
runners can qualify for Division
III Nationals.
"We're hoping to beat the
teams we didn 't beat this last
weekend," said an optimistic
Winkley.G
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Men s soccer freezes Polar Bears, falls to Bates
BY PAT MCBRIDE
Asst. Sports Editor

E cho p ho to by Mary S chwalm
7
During the game versus Bowdoin, Andy Young '98 carries the
ball upfield.

The Colby men's soccer team
entered the past week with important matches against CBB rivals
Bowdoin and Bates. Colby came
away 1-1, with a 3-0 victory over
Bowdoin and a tough 1-0 loss on
the road to Bates. The Mules'
record now stands at 6-5 entering
their final three games of the season, all of which will be played on
the road.
Colby's week began with a tough
match against Bowdoin College,
who were ranked ninth in New England/one place ahead of the White
Mules. Colby came out of the blocks
strong, putting up two quick goals
to open a 2-0 lead heading into the
half. Forward Mark Meleander's '99
two goals put Colby ahead and in a
comfortable position heading into
the half.
"We came into the game pretty

fired up," said co-captain Brian
Dowling '97. "Meleander gave them
a good spanking."
A Ross McEwen '99 goal (assisted by Meleander) rounded out
the scoring for the White Mules as
Colby cruised to an easy 3-0 victory.
"[Bowdoin] didn't seem very
dangerous to me," said co-captain
David Hall '97.
"The defense and Graham
Nelson '98 played really well," said
Dowling. "Graham has had some
really good games of late."
On Saturday at Bates, Nelson
turned in another fine goalkeeping
performance,but it was the offense
that sputtered as Colby dropped
the contest, 1-0 on a late second half
goal. Nelson stopped eight of nine
shots while Colby only mustered
five shots on. net.
"Bates had a lot of chances in
front and they finally finished one,"
said Dowling, referring to the
game's only goal. "Offensively, we

didn't really play our game.
Colby enters the home stretch
with a tough task — to win their
final three games on the road. They
squared off with Thomas College
on Tuesday and will wrap up their
season with Amherst and
Bridgewater State.
While Thomas has only a "couple
of good players" according to Hall,
it will be the games at Amherst and
Bridgewater that will test the team's
mettle.
Amherst features three AllAmericans, although their record
is below .500. Bridgewater State
has been playing well all season
and is currently ranked third in
New England. That game will be
the tell-tale sign of their post-season fate.
"[The Bates loss] doesn't reall y
change things that much," said
Dowling. "If we win out we should
make [the ECACs], so the
Brid gewater game will be huge."Q

Middlebury challenged them with
64 points.Colby-,Bowdoin and Tufts
were in a tight pack behind. Colby
squeaked by Bowdoin for third place
with a score of 127to the Polar Bears'
128, while Tuft_ was not far behind
with 130. The Mules' triumph over
BowdoiiV was a hesitant one since
the Polar Bears' top runner did not
,!
compete.
'
"I think not having [Bowdoin
runner] Jen Roberts really took the
wind out of Bowdoin's sails," said
Aitken. "Mentally, it didn't help
them."
Colby co-captain Liz Fagan '97
also did not race because she was
resting a hip injury. Pagan's decision to not race was partially influenced by the tough conditions of the
Williams course.
It is an incredibly tough course,"
said Aitken. "A lot of it is on pavement,and there are some reallysteep
downhills. It is also rocky and uneven at times."

Amy Montemerlo '99 helped out
the team with her 31st place finish.
Shewas Colby's third-place finisher.
"It was a breakthrough race for
Amy," said Aitken.
Kathleen Thompson '97was only
a second behind in 32nd place. First
year runners Cory Dwyer and Sarah Czok also had strong showings.
Dwyer finished 41st whileCzokwas
eleven seconds back in 45th. Christine Kennedy '98 wais 55th ih Colby's
'
seventh spot.
"Chris also had a breakthrough
race. She did a gr6at job,"said Aitken.
The Mules' top seven runners
will rest this weekend while the
eighth through fourteenth positions
will compete at the ECAC Championships at UMass-Dartmouth, according to Aitken. The team will
then concentrate on preparing for
the national qualifier at the New
England Division III, Championships at Westfield State on November 9.Q
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Staff Writer

The women'scross-country team
finally caught up with Bowdoin last
Saturday at the NESCAC Championships at Williams. Kara Patterson;
'97 preserved her undefeated streak
against Division III competition as^
her time of 19:18 wats gdod eriough,
foT heffoufth^ meet victory'bJf the
season. HdWever, tlie second-place
finisher, a runner from Wesleyan,
finished only two seconds behind.
"There was a long downhill on
pavement for the finish," said Head
Coach Deb Aitken, "Kara was being
conservative and so shebacked off."
Farrell Burns '98 was the Mules'
second-place f inisherf p r the second
straight week. She finished 22nd
overall.
"Farrell had a really good race,"
said Aitken.
Top-ranked Williams took the
team victory with only 60 points.

Crew team concludes successful
season at Head of the Fish Race
BY BEN LESTER
Staff Writer

The crew team continued to establish itself as a program on the
rise at last weekend's Head of the
Fish Race in Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
The regatta, which concluded a very
successful fall season, leaves the
team filled with pride as they head
indoors for their winter workouts.
' The Mules, who have improved
their performance from race to race,
rowed better this weekend than they
have all fall. Both varsity boats
posted personal bests/ while the
novice boats demonstrated tremendous promise with their efforts.
The men, who have benefited
from youthful enthusiasm and venerable experience a\\ s^afsByi,finished
tj enth oiit of 32 team_;.Despite placing lower than they had expected,
tho men gaiheid on boats Which had
dominated them earlier in the year,
defeating, Amherst and H«\milton
aire! frimmirtg tlie time deficit with
powerful Williams.

We were disappointed in one proud of the team and what we
sense, because the way we've been have accomplished this fall. I think
rowing we feel like we could have if we can build on our strength and
placed in the top five," said Stu conditioning this winter we will be
Wilson '98. "But this is a strong even more successful in the spring."
Coach Mark Davis, in his inaufinish and things are going real well
gura l year, has been largely responas we head into the spring."
The Mules novice boat finished sible for the excitement and suca surprising second out of 24 boats cess this season. His skills, both
and set the precedent for what technically and personabl y, will
should be a strong men's team over continue to guide the Mules for
the next couple of years.
years to come.
"We have showed a progression
Not to be outdone, the women
also ended tlieir season feeling par- all year long that culminated this
ticularly pleased. The varsity boat weekend," said Davis. "This group
finished sixth out of 24 boats while has so much spirit and enthusiasm
the two novice boats finished sixth and possesses a great sense of workand seventeenth out of a field of 25. ing cohesiveness [we] think we will
The women have enjoyed tremen- continue to build on this race and
dous leadership this year frprn their this season in the spring."
The rowers w,i\\ soon be off the
older rovers while youiige. iT|j (in>bers of the.team have- committed water as winter gets the better part
themselves to steering the program of the Maine rivers.JBut come spring,
in the 'riglVt'directidn. ' • :' '• ^ •' the Mules will have everything fir; j "We are all so happy with how i ng on al l cylinders as they set out to
wo finished this weekend, and how establish themselves as one of the
we ha veimproved thisseason,"said top programs in the Northeast.Q
captain Robyn Snapp '97. "I am so
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»Head of the Fish Race, crew<
team's grand finale , p. 19
•Nike here, there and every-

K£Efl| •Doubles tennis takes third in
imSm • Dili nationals , p. 19

The Great Awakening

Trailing 21-0 in the third quarter, foo tball
mounts rampage to overcome winless Bates
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

Echo p hoto by Mary Schivahn
Jenna DeSimone '98 heads the ball during the game
against Bates last Saturday.

Women's soccer lapped
up by Bobcats, 1-0

fouls. We saw the effects SaturBY DAVE SCHOETZ
day."
The injuries were numerous.
Staff Writer
Kim Waldron '99 re-injured her
Last Wednesday, on a mudd y knee, marking back Kristina Stahl
field at the University of Southern '99 was injured , tri-captain Cathy
Maine (USM), the Colby women's Neuger '97 was banged up and
soccer team battled into overtime tri-captain Kara Marchant '97
for a grueling but well deserved 3- pulled a hamstring.
the Mules would battle on,
2 victory. USM struck four minutes into the game on a master- though, and 26 minutes into
fully set throw-in play, perfectly Saturday's game against Bates, a
fitted for the Huskies' narrow field. Waldron corner kick met the inBut Caitlin Skulley '99 tied the side foot of senior Karen Hoppe
game by the middle of the first for Colby's lone goal. Bates conhalf. Steph Zegras '00 followed by tinued to pressure,and tied up the
taking on three USM defenders as game with 9:48 left in the first half
she carved her way through for a on a weakside goal. The second
score with only 17 seconds left in half welcomed strong back-andforth play and good pressure from
the first half.
The second half brought more both sides. However,with 10 minphysical play, but Colby contin- utes left, it seemed as though the
ued to hold the lead. However, effects of Wednesday 's game
late in the second half, USM con- kicked in, as the Bobcats scored
nected on the same throw-in play the game-winning goal with just
to knot the game at 2-2. The first 2:34 left in the contest.
"We ran out of steam at the
overtime saw no change in score;
said Holsten.
end,"
in
the
last
overhowever, early
The loss to Bates clearly aftime, Kara Shiebel '99 got a brilliant head on a ball jumbling fected the post season hopes of the
around the box after a corner kick. Mules.
"The loss virtually eliminated
Colby would hang on for the vicus
from
the NCAA tourney, but a
expense.
tory, but at some physical
"We got beat up," said Head victory on Saturday [against
Coach Jen Holsten. "Every ball was Amherst] would almost definitely
contested and there were thirtv see SOCCER on page 17

At long la st , the goose egg in the
Colbv football team's win column is
gone, thoug h it certainl y wasn 'teasy
to get rid of.
Midway throug h the third quarter in the Mules' game against CBB
rival Bates, the Bobcats regained
possession on an interception. On
t he ir f irst play of the ensuing drive ,
quarterback Dan Hooley connected
with Tom Spiro for a 51 yard touchdown. With just 4:50 left in the third
quarter , Colby trailed 21-0.
It looked as if a season of disappointment was about to evolve into
a season of disaster for the Mules.
Already 0-5, a loss to the Bobcats,
who last defeated Colby in 1987,
would have been devastating.
However, the Mules, in arguably their most impressive overall
performance of the season, rallied
to score 28 unanswered points and
secure a 28-21 victory.
"I was so proud of the boys,"
said Head Coach Tom Austin. "Certainly it was great to win, but it was
how we won it. We've had a difficult season, and to go down there
and fall behind by three touchdowns, it was a great credit to our
football team [to come back]."
Following Bates' third touchdown, Colby marched 59 yards on
nine plays for its first score of the
contest. Fullback Don Gage '99
scored on a six yard run that cut the
score to 21-7 with 1:15 left in the
third quarter.
The Bobcats have a history of
making critical mistakes, and this
game was no different. Colby defensive lineman Brendon McGillick
'00 recovered his second fumble of
the afternoon on the Bates 28 yard
line earl y in the fourth quarter. The
offense took over and scored four
plays later on a seven yard run by
Lawaun Curry '97. With 10:09 left in

Echo photo by Brian Gold en

Lawaun Curry '97 carries the ball dur ing a game earlier this
season vs. Middlebury.
the game, Colby was knocking on addition, the Mules turned the ball
over a total of four times.
the door, down only 21-14.
"We still need to demonstrate a
Bates got the ball back,but could
do nothing with it against Colby 's better care for the ball. We had an
defense and was forced to punt. The unacceptable number of turnovers,"
Bobcats' punter found himsel_ with said Austin.
no room to kick or run, and the
With 415 total yards, the offense
Mules tackled him at Bates' 20 yard had its most effective performance
line. Two plays later, Gage scored to date. Gage and Curry, who caron a 14 yard touchdown run that ried the ball 18 times for 97 yards,
had breakthrough games on the
tied the game with 8:10 left.
Gage, who finished the day with ground. QuarterbackP.J. Matson '97
89 yards on 20 carries, scored his spread his 14 completions to eight
third touchdown of the half with different receivers, his favorites be2:20 left to give Colby the win. His ing Jerrod Deshaw '97 (three recepsix yard run was set up by Curry's tions, 92 yards) and Tony Callander
51 yard run on the first play of the 82 '99 (four receptions, 72 yards).
yard drive. Key blocks from guard Matson finished with 230 yards
Gregg Forger '97 and tight end John passing, but also threw three interHiltz '99 helped get Curry into the ceptions.
clear.
"Our offensive line did a tre"We made playsat critical,game- mendous job blocking for the pass
deciding times which we had not and the run," said Austin.
done up to this point," said Austin.
Defensively,the Mules benefited
The offense was able to come once again from the stellar play of
together with the game on the line, linebacker James Scribner '99. He
but it was plagued by inconsistency led the team with 14 tackles, includand turnovers in the first half. Seven ing 8 solos, and added an interceptimes, Colby had possession of the tion. Aaron Whitmore '99 chipped
ball inside the Bates 35yard line and in with 12 tackles, while Tom Beedy
failed to put points on the board. In see FOOTBALLon page 16

Kickin g old habit s

Jerrod Deshaw '97 came to Colby in search of a new
challenge ; the former high school soccer star found football
BY BEN RUSSELL
Staff Writer

(

hcho photo by Tanya Semels

The multi-ta lented Jerrod DeShaw 97 does double duty as
the Mu les'p lacehicker mi/ d, wide receiver *. .
., >

Cha llenge is the essence of sport.
Without challenge , sport would no
longer be a frontier which man
would strive to conquer. The desire
to make oneself better on the playing field is the true America n sporting ideology. It is with this strength
of mind and body that Jerrod
Deshaw '97, who was one of the
nation'sbest high school soccer players only four years ago, evolved
i^tq a qua lity football player. .

Deshaw , a senior wide receiver
"I guess [soccer] started to get
for the While Mules and quarter- kind of boring, so 1 thoug ht I'd try
back P.J. Matson 's '97 number one something I'd never done before,"
target , was a three-yea r Vermont said Deshaw. "It was a change."
All-State selection in soccer during
Jerrod left hig h school with
hi gh school in Burlington. His ef- eleven varsity letters for baseball ,
forts earned him New Eng land basketball , footballand soccer. DurGalorade Player of the Year honors ing his senior year he also garnered
after his senior season. Despite all of All-State recognition for baseball
his success, his feelings for the sport and basketball. Deshaw had done it
began to change before his senior all , but one challenge remained.
year of high school. It was during Football.
the fall of 1992 that Jerrod also let"I came to Colb y because I
tered for his high school's football wanted to kick for the football team
, see PE QHAW on page 16
team as the place-kicker.

